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Literacy Strip - Single 4" Fabric
This velcro resource makes your books more accessible to symbol users.
Attach it to your book and provide symbol support to non-literate users and encourage
inclusion in reading times.

-Single Strip for top or bottom use.
-Adjusts with elastic straps to fit books from 20 to 30 cm in height. Simply slide onto front or
back cover of book.
-Made with the Loop (fuzzy) side of Hook & Loop (on both sides of strip).
-Size 10 x 24 cm.

R377.01 (incl. VAT)
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Literacy Flip Strip - Fabric
Simply add pictures or words and flip to create a new sentence every time! This is useful for
creating flexible sentence structures, practicing sentence variations and providing activity
or theme based vocabulary to people with communciation difficulties.

- Sixteen, 10 x 10 cm pages.
- Made of looped, velcro receptive fabric.
- Pages grouped in sets of four, aligned horizontally.
- Pages affixed to plastic stabilisation board with metal rings.
- Available with Fabric or Clear Page. Please specify when ordering.

R695.26 (incl. VAT)

1-02

Literacy Flip Strip - Clear
Simply add pictures or words and flip to create a new sentence every time! This is useful for
creating flexible sentence structures, practicing sentence variations and providing activity
or theme based vocabulary to people with communciation difficulties.

- Sixteen, 10 x 10 cm pages.
- Made of looped clear pocket pages.
- Pages grouped in sets of four, aligned horizontally.
- Pages affixed to plastic stabilisation board with metal rings.
- Available with Fabric or Clear Page. Please specify when ordering.

R818.89 (incl. VAT)

1-03

Portable Waist Communicator - Royal Blue
Wear the Communicator on your belt and flip it open to communicate with pictures/words.
Equipped with six 10 x 22cm Velcro fabric pages, to which you can attach symbols or words
with a 'hook' velcro strip or coin (available seperately) attached.

- Has a zip on the outside cover for personal items/extra pictures.
- Back of cover has loops to fit any belt up to 5cm wide.
- Belt not included.

R640.18 (incl. VAT)
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Waist Apron
Ideal for communicating visually with the class whilst keeping both hands free to teach!
Having your symbols or words readily means you can model the use of language at all
times, and have the user's required word choices easily available.

- Holds up to thirty two 5cm x 5cm pictures.
- Has four pockets to store unused pictures in.

R121.18 (incl. VAT)
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Wrap Around Activity Communication Mat
Complete all of your favourite activities on the floor or on a table with the Wrap Around
Activity Communication Mat with clear removable covers. Attach Picture Communication
Symbols (PCS) to the loop fabric surface to allow the user to communicate or react to the
symbols around them!

-The mat leaves room for students to sit in the center so they can easily move around and
interact with the activity
- Both sides are usable, for quick activity change, or as extra picture storage.
- Use Loop Fabric surface alone, or place the protective, removable, clear cover over the
top so there's no need to laminate.
- Can be folded in half for storage.
- PCS symbols not included.
- Loop fabric measures approx 37cm on the sides, and 58.4 cm along the top. Width of
strips is 10cm.

R785.84 (incl. VAT)

1-06

Portable Choice/Display Board
This velcro board can be used to display classroom themes, communication vocabulary,
sequences or schedules. Your symbols, words or small objects can be attached to the
board using compatible adhesive-backed Hook Velcro (available separately) to stick to
the board.

- Equipped with a carrying handle.
- Hook & Loop closure also reverses, to allow board to stand upright or angle sides forward
for larger standing display area.
- Size: 122cm x 41cm (when open).

R1,466.42 (incl. VAT)

1-07

Portable Object Communication Unit
This velcro resource allows you to transport a number of 'objects of reference ' - physical
objects that some people use to communicate. These are helpful for people who may rely
on tactile objects as a communication method.

- Equipped with adjustable handle and Hook & Loop closures.
- Sturdy, wide binding allows for accommodation of objects up to 15cm in height.
- Measures 76cm x 40cm open and 30cm x 40cm x 15cm.
- Fabric surface inside and waterproof nylon material outside, filled with plastic board for
stiffened surface.

R1,451.73 (incl. VAT)
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Fabric Picture Schedule with Pocket - Long, Horizontal
This is a Velcro receptive fabric strip onto which symbols or small objects can be attached.
These are useful for displaying sequences, schedules or objects of reference - to be used as
a communication strategy or visual prompt.

- Helpful for people with communication difficulties, autism, dementia, strokes etc.
- The pocket on the bottom can be used to store additional cards or pictures.
- 76 cm wide x 10 cm high.

R456.57 (incl. VAT)
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Fabric Picture Schedule with Pocket - Long, Vertical
This is a Velcro receptive fabric strip onto which symbols or small objects can be attached.
These are useful for displaying sequences, schedules or objects of reference - to be used as
a communication strategy or visual prompt.

- Helpful for people with communication difficulties, autism, dementia, strokes etc.
- The pocket on the bottom can be used to store additional cards or pictures.
- 76 cm high x 10 cm wide.

R456.57 (incl. VAT)
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Fabric Picture Schedule Vertical, Set of 5 Multi-colour strips
Colorful set of Five schedules with removable pockets.

- Hang horizontally or vertically.
- Pocket is repositionable/ removable for placement of completed activity pictures.
- Loop fabric schedules measure 71 x 10 cm with grommets for hanging.
- Comes with 5 colours - red, yellow, green, blue, orange

R1,787.12 (incl. VAT)

1-09

Fabric Picture Schedule with Pocket - Regular, Horizontal
This is a Velcro receptive fabric strip onto which symbols or small objects can be attached.
These are useful for displaying sequences, schedules or objects of reference - to be used as
a communication strategy or visual prompt.

- It is helpful for people with communication difficulties, autism, dementia, strokes etc.
- The pocket on the bottom can be used to store additional cards or pictures.
- Dimensions approx. 50 x 10cm

R392.92 (incl. VAT)
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Fabric Picture Schedule with Pocket - Regular, Vertical
This is a Velcro receptive fabric strip onto which symbols or small objects can be attached.
These are useful for displaying sequences, schedules or objects of reference - to be used as
a communication strategy or visual prompt.

- It is helpful for people with communication difficulties, autism, dementia, strokes etc.
- The pocket on the bottom can be used to store additional cards or pictures.
- Dimensions approx. 50 x 10cm

R392.92 (incl. VAT)

1-09

Vinyl Alphabet Stickers - for Eye Gaze (E-tran) Frame
These brightly coloured and durable vinyl stickers can be stuck onto an eye gaze frame,
allowing the user to look at the letter they wish to communicate to their partner.

- This is a cost-effective and simple means of achieving communication for literate people.
- Colour-coding can be used to clarify the selected letter - the user would look at the
coloured circle to indicate the colour of the letter they want, and then at the group of
letters containing the letter they want.

**Requires Eye Gaze Frame - not included.

R128.65 (incl. VAT)

1-10

Eye Gaze Frame with Stand - Perspex
Looking at things you like, need or want is one of the first and easiest ways of making
choices. Eye gaze frames have been developed as an effective way of using eye pointing
for choice making and communication. Pictures, words or symbols can be placed on the
frame. Positioning the transparent frame between the user and "listener" makes it easier for
them to see where they are looking.

- Clear plastic frame and stand.
- Detachable base - use on a desk or hand held.
- Dimensions: 3mm thick clear perspex; Board 45 x 35cm
-Weight of board (excluding stand) 0.42kg;
- Stand: 45 x 15 x 5cm.
- Vinyl colour-coded alphabet stickers are an optional extra (not included).

R867.81 (incl. VAT)

1-10

Velcoins 13mm Hook White Self Adhesive 25m (Generic Brand)
Generic brand adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a
strip. All our Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

- Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or object.

Use it to:
- Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
- Create companion activities for childrens books.
- Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
- Engineer the environment with visual supports.
- Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.

R497.06 (incl. VAT)

1-11

Discontinued - no
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Velcro Velcoin® LOOP PS14 13mmx25m Black
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R645.59 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro Velcoin® LOOP PS14 13mmx25m White
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R645.59 (incl. VAT)
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Velcoins 13mm Loop White Self Adhesive 25m (Generic Brand)
Generic brand adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a
strip. All our Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

- Requires compatible 'hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or object.

Use it to:
- Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
- Create companion activities for childrens books.
- Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
- Engineer the environment with visual supports.
- Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.

R497.06 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro Velcoin® HOOK PS14 13mmx25m White
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R645.59 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro Velcoin® HOOK PS14 13mmx25m Black
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R645.59 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro® Brand Strip 20mm HOOK White Self Adhesive 25m
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R415.19 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro® Brand Strip 20mm HOOK Black Self Adhesive 25m
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R415.19 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro® Brand Strip 20mm LOOP Black Self Adhesive 25m
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R415.19 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro® Brand Strip 20mm LOOP White Self Adhesive 25m
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R415.19 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro Strip 16mm Loop White Self Adhesive 25m
Generic brand adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a
strip. All our Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

- Requires compatible 'Hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or object.

Use it to:
- Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
- Create companion activities for childrens books.
- Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
- Engineer the environment with visual supports.
- Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.

R328.64 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro Strip 16mm Hook White Self Adhesive 25m
Generic brand adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a
strip. All our Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

- Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or object.

Use it to:
- Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
- Create companion activities for childrens books.
- Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
- Engineer the environment with visual supports.
- Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.

R328.64 (incl. VAT)

1-14

Zygo Head Pointer Rear Strap with iPad Tip
Zygo Head Pointers provide efficient pointing from a psychologically and cosmetically
sound perspective - the chin. Unlike forehead protrusion pointers, an out from the chin
device allows closer proximity to the item being accessed and reduces the head
movement needed to activate such a device.

- Doesn’t interrupt either the wearer’s field of vision or the full view of the wearer’s face.
- Rear Strap model - this model’s yoke assembly is standard size, but the rear knob
adjustment portion of the standard model’s headband has been replaced with a hook
and loop strap closure. This is particularly useful when the wearer is seated against any
headrest mechanism, where the standard model’s knob would cause discomfort.
- This model accommodates adult wearers with slightly smaller than average head sizes, for
which the overall yoke size reduction of the Tiny Tot model is inappropriate.

R7,677.04 (incl. VAT)

1-16
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Talking Tiles (single unit - requires 3x AAA batteries)
Record and playback a single message consisting of 80 seconds of speech, music or
sound effects via the built-in Microphone and Speaker.

- Includes a removable clear cover that allows you to create pictures, symbols or words to
match your recordings.
- Includes an AUDIO-IN socket which gives the option to record audio directly from a CD
Player or computer.
- Locking switch to protect messages from accidental erasure and wall mounting holes.
- 3 x AAA batteries (not included).
- Messages are re-recordable - reuse time and time again!
- Dimensions: 85 x 85 x 25mm.
- Single unit in ONE of the following colours: blue, green, red, white, black or yellow.

R419.08 (incl. VAT)
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GoTalk 20+
GoTalks are battery powered augmentative/alternative communication (AAC) devices
used by people who can not communicate well by speaking. Another person (a teacher,
sibling or friend, for example) records any messages the user will likely need, in any
language, dialect or accent. An overlay of pictures (or words or symbols) is created. The
pictures help the user remember where to find messages. The overlay is slid into the GoTalk,
and then the user can “talk” simply by pressing on a picture to play a message.

- GoTalk 20+ is lightweight and rugged.
- Has a 100 message capacity (20 keys, each 2.5 cm square, and five recording levels).
- PLUS five 'core messages' which stay the same on each level so you don't need to re-
record essential messages for each level.
- Total 15 minutes recording time.
- 2 AA Batteries (included).

R3,975.73 (incl. VAT)

2-03

GoTalk 9+
GoTalks are battery powered augmentative/alternative communication (AAC) devices
used by people who can not communicate well by speaking. Another person (a teacher,
sibling or friend, for example) records any messages the user will likely need, in any
language, dialect or accent. An overlay of pictures (or words or symbols) is created. The
pictures help the user remember where to find messages. The overlay is slid into the GoTalk,
and then the user can “talk” simply by pressing on a picture to play a message.

- GoTalk 9+ has a 45 message capacity (9 keys, each 5.5 x 4.25 cm, and five recording
levels).
- It also has three 'core messages' which stay the same on each level so you don't need to
re-record essential messages for each level.
- 5 levels of recording, with a total of 9 minutes recording time.
- Uses 2 x AA Batteries (included).

R3,513.03 (incl. VAT)

2-08

GoTalk 9+ Lite Touch
An AAC device with 5x extra touch sensitivity and supports those with limited to no speech.

Product Features:

- Records and stores up to 45 messages in five levels.
- Nine programmable buttons allow the user to personalize each level with pictures and
vocal recordings.
- Includes three additional core buttons for frequently used words or phrases across levels.
- Offers sequential recording for quick set-up and re-recording.

R5,052.89 (incl. VAT)

2-09



GoTalk 32+
GoTalks are battery powered augmentative/alternative communication (AAC) devices
used by people who can not communicate well by speaking. Another person (a teacher,
sibling or friend, for example) records any messages the user will likely need, in any
language, dialect or accent. An overlay of pictures (or words or symbols) is created. The
pictures help the user remember where to find messages. The overlay is slid into the GoTalk,
and then the user can “talk” simply by pressing on a picture to play a message.

- The GoTalk 32+ has five levels, giving this talker a 163 message capacity. - The message
keys record for 8 seconds and the three core vocabulary keys record for 17 seconds.
- It has a quick record feature, volume control, a built-in handle and keyguard, an overlay
storage compartment and instructions printed on the back.
- Recording time: over 27 minutes.
- 2 AA Batteries and shoulder strap included.

2-16

GoTalk Express 32
The GoTalk Express 32 has all the functions of a GoTalk device as well as additonal features.

- The Express 32 is rugged, attractive, boasts great sound quality and includes a shoulder
strap for portability.
- Surround-message LEDs (lights) for visual prompts, an option to add a 1.5 second auditory
cue to any message.
- The GoTalk Express 32 is a fully functional scanning device, ideal for beginning or
experienced communicators.
- The Standard method works like any GoTalk - touch a message key and it talks.
-With the Express method, users can link messages together to play in sequence. These
messages will play seamlessly in the order selected to simulate typical conversation.
- Comes with an adapter that will continue to power the Express 32 If there are no batteries
in the compartment.

R11,676.25 (incl. VAT)

2-17

Echo Voice EV6 Speech Enhancement System
The EchoVoice EV6 is a compact voice amplification system that is sensitive enough to
dramatically amplify the faintest voice and is ideal for classroom teaching.

- With a 12 Watt digital amplifier providing high power audio output and great quality, the
user can control the volume of their own voice in different environments.
- A necklace and belt clip attachment that clips onto the amplifier makes the device easy
to carry and simple to wear and remove.
- A fast charge of 4-6 hours and talk time of 8-9 hours also benefit people using their voice
for long periods of time.
- No feedback unlike other speech amplifiers of its kind.
- Digital touch buttons for ease of use.
- Smart, convenient carry case.
- Supplied with a lightweight headband type boom microphone and a transdermal (throat)
microphone.
- Intelligent charge circuit with excellent battery life.

R6,577.57 (incl. VAT)

2-23

Echo EV200 Wireless Lapel Microphone System
The Echo® EV200™ is a multi-purpose 2.4G wireless microphone system consisting of a
lightweight lapel microphone transmitter and a mini receiver. The receiver picks up speech
from the transmitter.

- Can be used as an audio source for a wide variety of systems such as speaker amplifiers,
communication equipment and personal listeners.
- Speakers are not included.

R4,154.63 (incl. VAT)

2-25

R4,437.19 (incl. VAT)
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Indi by Tobii Dynavox - featuring Snap + Core First and Grid 3
Indi is the the first all-in-one speech tablet created specifically for Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC). Indi is ready out-of-the-box and comes with all your
needs fully integrated.

- The Indi is an ideal communication device for individuals with non-verbal Autism, children
with Autism, and people with Down Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, and other intellectual
disabilities.
- This option comes with Snap + Core First and Grid 3 communication software (with all
interfaces fully translated in to Afrikaans - text-to-speech voice available separately).
- It includes built-in powerful speakers, Environmental Control & Infrared (IR), functions for
social media, email, and texting.
- Optional Protective Case kit with stand and strap, available in three different colours – Teal
Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Gray.
- Optional keyguard holder also available.

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!

R30,027.77 (incl. VAT)
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Indi by Tobii Dynavox - featuring Snap + Core First
Indi is the the first all-in-one speech tablet created specifically for Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC). Indi is ready out-of-the-box and comes with all your
needs fully integrated.

- The Indi is an ideal communication device for individuals with non-verbal Autism, children
with Autism, and people with Down Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, and other intellectual
disabilities.
- Comes with Snap + Core First communication software pre-installed.
- It includes built-in powerful speakers, Environmental Control & Infrared (IR), functions for
social media, email, and texting.
- Optional Protective Case kit with stand and strap, available in three different colours – Teal
Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Gray.
- Optional keyguard holder also available.

R19,906.52 (incl. VAT)

2-27, 4-12

Indi by Tobii Dynavox - featuring Snap + Core First and Communicator 5
Indi is the the first all-in-one speech tablet created specifically for Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC). Indi is ready out-of-the-box and comes with all your
needs fully integrated.

- The Indi is an ideal communication device for individuals with non-verbal Autism, children
with Autism, and people with Down Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, and other intellectual
disabilities.
- This option comes with Snap + Core First and Communicator 5 communication software.
- It includes built-in powerful speakers, Environmental Control Units & Infrared (IR), functions
for social media, email, and texting.
- Optional Protective Case kit with stand and strap, available in three different colours – Teal
Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Gray.
- Optional keyguard holder also available.

R28,209.77 (incl. VAT)

2-27, 4-12

Talking Calculator (2AAA batteries incl)
The calculator that talks! Simplify arithmetic by providing a calculator with speech output.

- This is very useful for people with dyslexia or dyscalculia.
- It speaks aloud numeric entries and calculations in easy-to-understand speech (English
only).
- For totals, choose between the complete number speech, “seventy-eight” or the digit-by-
digit, “seven, eight.”
- Features volume control, mute option and angled display.
- Designed for desktop use.
- Two AAA batteries included.
- Size: Approximately16.5 x 11.5cm.
- Buy 10 for your school and Save!

R356.20 (incl. VAT)

2-46
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Time Timer® Original - 12" (30cm), requires AA battery
Unlike regular timers, the Time Timer gives a graphic concrete depiction of the time
remaining. Square with clear protective cover that flips open to serve as a stand for the
timer or protect the disk and face during operation.

- It's small size and durable, lightweight construction make it simple to carry. - Optional
audible signal when time has expired.
- One AA battery required.
- Sizes available: 3" (8 cm) , 8" (20 cm) and 12" (30 cm).

Time Timer® Original - 3" (8cm), requires AA battery
Unlike regular timers, the Time Timer gives a graphic concrete depiction of the time
remaining. Square with clear protective cover that flips open to serve as a stand for the
timer or protect the disk and face during operation.

- It's small size and durable, lightweight construction make it simple to carry. - Optional
audible signal when time has expired.
- One AA battery required.
- Sizes available: 3" (8 cm) , 8" (20 cm) and 12" (30 cm).

R576.53 (incl. VAT)

2-56

R783.39 (incl. VAT)

2-56

Time Timer® Original 8" (20cm), requires AA battery
Unlike regular timers, the Time Timer gives a graphic concrete depiction of the time
remaining. Square with clear protective cover that flips open to serve as a stand for the
timer or protect the disk and face during operation.

- It's small size and durable, lightweight construction make it simple to carry. - Optional
audible signal when time has expired.
- One AA battery required.
- Sizes available: 3" (8 cm) , 8" (20 cm) and 12" (30 cm).

R631.61 (incl. VAT)

2-56
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Smoothie Switch, 75mm, Blue
This 75mm switch has a low profile surface and is angled towards the user to make it really
easy for those with limited movement to press.

-Colours available include Red, Blue, Green and Yellow.
- Also available in a wireless version.

R658.72 (incl. VAT)

3-01

Smoothie Switch, 75mm, Yellow
This 75mm switch has a low profile surface and is angled towards the user to make it really
easy for those with limited movement to press.

-Colours available include Red, Blue, Green and Yellow.
- Also available in a wireless version.

R658.72 (incl. VAT)

3-01

Smoothie Switch, 75mm, Red
This 75mm switch has a low profile surface and is angled towards the user to make it really
easy for those with limited movement to press.

-Colours available include Red, Blue, Green and Yellow.
- Also available in a wireless version.

R658.72 (incl. VAT)

3-01

Smoothie Switch, 75mm, Green
This 75mm switch has a low profile surface and is angled towards the user to make it really
easy for those with limited movement to press.

-Colours available include Red, Blue, Green and Yellow.
- Also available in a wireless version.

R658.72 (incl. VAT)

3-01



iSwitch - Red
The iSwitch is a Bluetooth switch which enables switch access to iDevices or any tablet with
Bluetooth connectivity. iSwitch provides comprehensive scanning switch access to all
switch accessible Apps and Switch Control option in iOS7, or your Windows switch activities.

FEATURES:
- Small footprint (only 75mm) and low profile.
- Built-in switch with light touch activation.
- Option for two additional wired switches.
- Access to all switch accessible Apps and Switch Control options in iOS7 - Access to music,
media, still and video photography.
- 24 Pre-Programmed mouse/keyboard commands.
- Rechargeable lithium-ion battery.
- Choice of coloured tops (Red, Yellow, Blue, and Green).
- Works with iPad, iPad mini, iPod (3rd generation and later), iPhone (iOS 5.0 onwards) and
Windows / Android tablets with Bluetooth.

R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)

3-02

SimplyWorks Switch 75mm
The SimplyWorks Switch 75 is a small, low profile wireless switch that can be used with any of
the SimplyWorks receivers to give switch, mouse, or keyboard functions.Available in four
bold eye catching colours, Red, Yellow, Green or Blue and is compatible with any of the
SimplyWorks receiver units, whether for computer switch access or for controlling toys,
games, or mains powered equipment.

FEATURES:
- Works with any SimplyWorks receiver for computer or stand-alone switch access.
- Extremely low-profile.
- 75mm operating area.
- Low operating force.
-10 metre operating range.
- Integrated LED display to allow switch function to be selected when used for computer
access.
- Automatic power saving mode.

R1,278.90 (incl. VAT)

3-02

Pillow Switch from GlassOuse
A durable switch option covered with soft cushion for users with less physical control.

- The Pillow Switch provides a 8.63cm activation surface, making the item comfortable
enough for users needing a soft target surface.
- Operated by 150g activation force.
- Has an auditory click and tactile feedback.
- Comes with a 185cm long cable and a 3.5mm mono jack plug-in.
- Can be used with velcro straps or pinned on fabric surfaces.

R910.70 (incl. VAT)

3-05

Touch Switch from GlassOuse
The Touch Switch is highly sensitive and detects slight touches on the activation area
without any delay. Simply touch any area on the switch module to perform your clicks
including the edges of the device.

- 8.63cm activation surface.
- The Touch Switch comes with a 3.5mm mono jack connector plug and is compatible with
various switch interfaces and switch adapted toys.
- The Touch Switch works with 3x AAA dry or Ni-MH batteries.
- Smart battery system turns the device off in one hour if it is not used. - Auditory and visual
feedback can be selected according to the user’s needs easily or can be turned off if
desired.
- With the help of the external secondary switch, you can extend the using range of Touch
Switch with a smaller activation module.

R1,415.01 (incl. VAT)

3-06



Proximity Switch from GlassOuse
The Proximity Switch is highly sensitive to detect different distances from the activation
surface to perform your clicks. You can use any part of your body to activate the switch by
simply hovering over the surface.

- 8.63cm activation surface.
- The Proximity Switch comes with a mono 3.5mm jack connector plug.
- Compatible with various switch interfaces or switch adapted toy.
- The Proximity Switch works with 3x AAA dry or Ni-MH batteries.
- Smart battery system turns the device off in one hour if it is not used. - Auditory and visual
feedback can be easily selected according to the user’s needs or can be turned off if
desired.

3-07

USB Switch
USB Switch is a low profile 75mm switch with a built-in USB interface. The switch can be
configured to operate as a wide variety of keyboard, mouse and gamepad functions and
is programmed via an integral LED display. Available in Purple only.

FEATURES:
- Advanced settings including Acceptance Delay, Ignore Repeats, Maximum Press Time
etc.to allow adaptation for tremors, ataxia, chorea and other motor deficits and
neuromucular conditions.
- Two additional 3.5mm switch sockets separately programmable sockets allow up to two
more switches to be plugged in.
- Works with PC, Mac, Chromebook and Android Tablets.
- Low profile and low operating force.

R1,248.80 (incl. VAT)

3-14

Puff Switch from GlassOuse
Puff Switch is designed for GlassOuse V1.2, or you can connect it to any kind of adapted
device offering 3.5mm jack plug in for external switch controls. Unlike regular sip and puff
systems, Puff Switch uses an electronic module to do the clicks via puffs. Simply puff /blow
towards to the switch to perform the clicks.

-The switch works with a coin size battery – extremely easy to change – and the battery life
can go up to two months.
- The smart battery of Puff Switch will turn the switch off automatically in one hour if it is not
used, to enjoy a longer battery life.
- The switch can be turned off manually via pressing the small button placed on the
module.
- Dimensions: 170 L x 24.5 W x 11 D mm

R2,450.56 (incl. VAT)

3-15

Bite Switch from GlassOuse
Bite Switch comes with a mono 3.5mm jack connector and it can be paired perfectly with
GlassOuse V1.2 or any kind of adapted device offering 3.5mm jack input.

- With it’s flexible cable, Bite Switch can be adjusted according to your need and it is super
lightweight.
- The silicone cover protects the switch module and it is easy to change and clean.
- Bite Switch has been tested 100.000 times under 3 tons of pressure to meet the needs of
heavy-daily-use.
- Dimensions: 183 L x 18.2 W x 10.2 D mm

R910.70 (incl. VAT)

3-16

R1,568.01 (incl. VAT)



Simple Switch Interface
Simple Switch Interface is a simple, convenient way to connect up to two switches to a
computer to access most assistive technology software packages.

- The Simple Switch Interface unit may be configured to give space and enter or left and
right click to suit most requirements.
- It is compatible with all PC and Mac platforms fitted with a USB socket.
- It cannot be connected to a PS/2 socket even with an adaptor plug since Simple Switch
Interface makes use of features which cannot be accessed via the PS/2 connector.

R855.01 (incl. VAT)

3-17

JoyCable 3 - 2 switch input w/Switch Driver
The Smartbox JoyCable lets you attach one or two 3.5mm switches to your communication
aid.

- Simple USB 2.0 connection and quick setup make the JoyCable an easy way to get
started with switches, or expand an existing communication setup.
- The JoyCable is ready to use with Grid 3 right out of the box to access every part of your
communication aid.
- Can also be used with any Windows software that allows for joystick input and is
supported by most switch accessible software.
- Comes with Smartbox's Switch Driver software to allow it to be used with programs that do
not directly support switch access.

R1,315.03 (incl. VAT)

3-18

APPlicator iPad Switch Interface
Get switch access to your iPad and music with the APPlicator, previously known as
Switch4Apps Switch Interface, the only switch interface providing access to both (switch
accessible) Apps and Music in one device.

- Specifically designed around user needs, it is simple to set-up and use and loaded with
features to cater for all requirements.
- Pair the APPlicator (Switch4Apps) with your iPad by selecting it in the Bluetooth menu (no
PIN entry required).
- Connect any wired switches to one or more of the four, programmable, switch inputs.
- Using the built-in display, select the function of each switch from the choice of 13
keyboard functions, 8 media functions and one OS function. - For data entry press the
virtual keyboard button to deploy the on-screen keyboard.
- Works with iPad, iPad mini, iPod (3rd generation and later), iPhone (iOS 5.0 onwards)

R2,288.06 (incl. VAT)

3-19

Battery Device Adapter - AA size (batteries not included)
Convert any battery operated toy or appliance into a switch activated device by inserting
this adapter into the battery compartment of simple on/off toys.

- Available in AA and C/D battery size.
- Please specify when ordering.
- Batteries not included.

R301.06 (incl. VAT)

3-20



Battery Device Adapter - C/D size (batteries not included)
Convert any battery operated toy or appliance into a switch activated device by inserting
this adapter into the battery compartment of simple on/off toys.

- Available in AA and C/D battery size.
- Please specify when ordering.
- Batteries not included.

R301.06 (incl. VAT)

3-21

SimplyWorks Control Pro
The SimplyWorks Control Pro is a two channel controller for battery operated toys and small
appliances.The unit may be used with any of the SimplyWorks transmitters to control toys,
lamps, fans, or any battery operated equipment via a standard 3.5mm jack plug. It can
operate with both wired and wireless switches and any SimplyWorks transmitter.

Features:
- Works with any SimplyWorks transmitter to control battery operated toys or other output
devices.
- Allows up to three wireless and one wired switch to be paired with each channel.
- 10 Metre operating range.
- Automatic power saving mode - no on/off switch.
- Long battery life.
- Choice of Direct, Latched, Timed (seconds), Timed (minutes)
- Two Co-Operative modes of operation.
- Two independant channels.

R2,288.06 (incl. VAT)

3-24

SimplyWorks Control Pro inc. 2 x Simplyworks Switches
The SimplyWorks Control Pro is a two channel controller for battery operated toys and
appliances and also benefits from two co-operative modes. Can be fastened to a toy or
appliance, it offers flexible control of the toy/device’s actions – select from Click (device
will function while switch is pressed); Latch (device will stay on after switch is pressed, until it
is pressed again; or Timed mode where the duration of the action can be specified. Comes
with two Simplyworks switches.

- Allows for up to three wireless and one wired switch to be paired with each channel with a
choice of Direct, Latched, Timed (seconds and minutes). operating modes - Selectable
timed periods in timed modes.
- Operating range in excess of 10 metres.
- Single 3.5mm jack plug output via lead (supplied).
- Automatic power saving mode (no on/off switch) and Long battery life.
- Requires a SimplyWorks Wireless Switch, or any other wired switch. connected to a
SimplyWorks Send.

R4,845.87 (incl. VAT)

3-25

SimplyWorks Send
This single channel wireless transmitter converts any wired single switch fitted with a
standard 3.5mm jack to work with Simply Works.

R1,246.39 (incl. VAT)

3-27



SimplyWorks Receive 2
The SimplyWorks Receive 2 is a USB wireless receiver which forms the hub of the SimplyWorks
system when used for computer access and will support up to six SimplyWorks transmitters of
any kind.

- Supports the SimplyWorks Trackball, Joystick, Switch 125 & 75, Send, Send-6, Keyboard &
Smooth Talker functions all via a single USB connection to the host computer and without
dedicated driver software.
- Allows you the freedom to create wire-free, single or multi-user learning environments,
reducing set up time and allowing you to concentrate on the learning tasks themselves.
- Compatible with all PC and Mac platforms that are fitted with a USB socket. - Makes use
of advanced features that are not available on the PS/2 style connectors; so the unit
cannot be used in the PS/2 socket of your computer even via an adaptor plug.

R1,050.10 (incl. VAT)

3-28

Switch Adapted Toy - Domino Train Set
Load the magazine full of dominoes and press the 3.5mm switch to make the train chug
along. Sound its bell and stand all the dominoes behind it in a line - perfect for knocking
down. Great for developing awareness of cause and effect and introduction to switch use.

- 2 x AA batteries included.
- Switch not included.

R1,359.59 (incl. VAT)

3-29

Switch Adapted Toy - Bubble Fun Machine
Engage and delight children and older learners alike with this brightly coloured and
entertaining switch adapted bubble machine. Simply fill the machine with bubble solution
as directed in the instructions, plug in switch and press and release it to activate the bubble
machine.

- Great for cause and effect activities as well as general good fun!
- Suitable for use with any 3.5mm switch. ( not included).
- Please note that the colour of the bubble machine may vary.
- Includes 236ml of bubble solution to get you started.
- Requires supervision at all times.
- Dimensions: H21cm x W15cm.

R1,270.48 (incl. VAT)

3-29

Switch Adapted Toy - Spinning Kaleidoscope Ball
Ideal for any darkened environment, this switch adapted Kaleidoscope Lamp gives a
delightful display of multi-coloured, multi-patterned spinning illumination.

- Use any 3.5mm switch (not included).
- 3 x AA batteries included.
- Dimensions: 11.5cm x 8cm.

R816.48 (incl. VAT)

3-29



Switch Adapted Toy - Robbie Rabbit
Robbie Rabbit hops along then sits, raises his ears and squeaks.Promotes understanding of
cause and effect and provides a fun and motivating introduction to the use of a switch.

- Accepts 3.5mm switch (not included).
- 2 x AA batteries included.

R1,168.11 (incl. VAT)

3-30

Switch Adapted Toy - Dotty Dalmation
Dalmatian walks forward, sits down, barks and performs a back flip. Promotes
understanding of cause and effect and provides a fun and motivating introduction to the
use of a switch.

- Accepts any3.5mm switch (not included).
- Requires 2 x AA batteries (included).

R1,154.87 (incl. VAT)

3-30

Switch Adapted Toy - Drumming Monkey
Drumming Monkey plays his drum, squeaks and nods his head. Press and hold a switch to
activate.Great for developing the concept of cause and effect as well as introducing the
concept of switch use.

- Accepts any 3.5mm switch (not included).
- 2 x AA batteries included.

R1,154.87 (incl. VAT)

3-30

Switch Adapted Toy - Pip the Penguin
Pip the Penguin enthusiastically waddles around, merrily flapping his wings and squeaking.

- Accepts any 3.5mm switch (not included).
- 2 x AA batteries included.
- Black, white and red make this an excellent choice for children with CVI.

R1,154.87 (incl. VAT)

3-30
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SimplyWorks Control Lite
The SimplyWorks Control Lite is a single channel toy controller, small enough to be fastened
to a battery operated toy or appliance. The unit may be used with any of the SimplyWorks
transmitters to control toys, lamps, fans, or any battery operated equipment via a standard
3.5mm jack plug.

Features
- Works with any SimplyWorks transmitter to control battery operated toys or other output
devices.
- Single 3.5mm jack plug output via supplied lead.
- 10 Metre operating range.
- Automatic power saving mode - no on/off switch.
- Long battery life.

R1,147.64 (incl. VAT)

3-32

SimplyWorks Control
The SimplyWorks Control is a single channel controller for battery operated toys and
appliances. Light weight and small enough to be fastened to a toy or appliance, it offers
flexible control of the toy/device’s actions – select from Click (device will function while
switch is pressed); Latch (device will stay on after switch is pressed, until it is pressed again;
or Timed mode where the duration of the action can be specified.

FEATURES:
- Choice of Direct, Latched, Timed (seconds and minutes) operating modes - Selectable
timed periods in timed modes.
- Operating range in excess of 10 metres.
- Single 3.5mm jack plug output via lead (supplied).
- Automatic power saving mode (no on/off switch).
- Long battery life.
- Requires a SimplyWorks Wireless Switch, or any other wired switch connected to a
SimplyWorks Send.

R1,441.48 (incl. VAT)

3-33

BJ ToyBox Controller
Control up to four toys or switch adapted devices easily from your computer using the
software provided.

- Choose from 1, 2, 3 or 4 onscreen buttons.
- Display the onscreen buttons in 1 or 2 lines.
- Customize the appearance of each onscreen button.
- Use to teach scanning with one or two switches.
- Configure the scanning time.
- Choose from direct, timed or On/Off operating mode.
- Execute the action from other applications.
- Play a sound when the device is activated.

R2,068.94 (incl. VAT)

3-35

SimplyWorks Energise
The SimplyWorks Energise is a feature rich Mains Controller allowing switch users to control
up to two electrical appliances with wired or wireless switches.

Features:
- Energise includes SimplyWorks wireless technology, allowing interference free activation of
appliances at up to 10 metres.
- Six selectable modes enable the user to choose how, and for how long, the appliance(s)
will be turned on.
- Four modes give independent switch and appliance activation: two modes provide co-
operative control of both appliances.
- SimplyWorks Energise will accept any wired, single, switch or the SimplyWorks Switch 125; or
a combination of both.

R3,400.78 (incl. VAT)
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Universal Mounting Plate
Universal Mounting Plate simplifies positinging your switches, by combining several
mounting plates into one package. This mounting plate package accommodates a wide
variety of devices and alleviates the expense of ordering multiple plates.

R1,164.50 (incl. VAT)

3-40

REHAdapt Switch Mounting Kit with Mini Clamp
This lightweight kit provides quick and easy positioning of switches.

- Includes a versatile small tube clamp, for attaching to poles between 13mm and 35mm
diameter.
- Includes two 10mm diameter tubes totaling 400mm length, and quick shift joints so you
can easily find just the right position.
- Includes plates for the most popular switch sizes: Buddy button, Specs, Candy Corn, Big
Mac, Jelly Bean and more.

R4,189.27 (incl. VAT)

3-40, 3-53

Rehadapt GoTalk Express 32 Device Adapter (requires MagicArm)
This is a mounting cradle which holds your GoTalk 32 and Express 32 communication device
securely, and allows mouting onto a suitable arm.

- It is compatible with the Magic Arm.
- This is a heavy-duty version and mounting is secured with screws for added security.

R1,926.71 (incl. VAT)

3-41

REHAdapt MA-GoTalk 4, 9, 20 Adapter
Device adapter for mounting GoTalk to MagicArm.

- Fastening parts included.
-170x150mm.

R1,045.82 (incl. VAT)

3-42/48, 4-93



REHAdapt MagicArm
This strong, reliable switch mounting system is designed for fast, easy and secure placement
of any switch. The arm extends and clamps onto most flat or tubular surfaces, such as
tabletops and wheelchairs. Utilises Super Clamp for mounting to a table, chair, bed, or just
about any other surface.

- Includes versatile Super Clamp for angular or round elements sized 13 - 55mm.
- Features 3 pivot points with a range/reach of 52-cm.
- Can hold up to 2.3 kg.
- Articulated arm with balljoints and locking knurled knob.
- Can be used with a tablet holder to mount tablets.

R3,126.72 (incl. VAT)

3-43, 3-51

REHAdapt Floorstand TeleLock
The Floorstand is a mounting solution for the use of communication devices or notebooks
where normal mounting accessibility is restricted such as in bed or on a sofa, recliner,
armchair or wheelchair. The Floorstand makes it easy to position communication devices
with greater mobility and versatility, especially eye controlled devices.

- The telescopic column is gas-spring loaded and reaches heights between 46-198cm.
- The casters are lockable and rubber coated for easy, fixed positioning (castor clearance
is 9cm).
- At every joint is a "ratchet-style" handle used to easily adjust the device position without
the use of tools.
- Easy 5 minute set-up.
- Holds up to 10kg.

R13,206.07 (incl. VAT)

3-46

REHAdapt Table Clamp OneHand HD
TableClamp OneHand - change the position of your device easily with a fingertip! It has
never been that simple to get the preferred position so easily.

- Adjust height of pneumatic spring to move heavy or light weight devices without effort.
- The device can be adjusted 90 degrees vertically and 360 degrees horizontally.
- TableClamp OneHand for device weights from 13 lbs up to 28,6 lbs (6kg - 13kg).

R9,708.84 (incl. VAT)

3-47

REHAdapt ClampOnMount
The ClampOnMount offers flexibility and range for positioning your device.
It is completely 3-dimensionally adjustable making it possible to position the user's device
anywhere it is needed.

- It can be secured to a flat surface or round poles, and is sturdy and versatile.
- At every joint is a 'ratchet-style' handle used to easily adjust its position without the use of
tools.
- Supports up to 5.4 kg.

R7,513.20 (incl. VAT)

3-49



REHAdapt Table Stand XL
This mount can be placed on a table or on the floor, with automatic leveling on uneven
surfaces, ensuring a sturdy mounting environment for all types of communication devices.

- Height adjustable between 5 and 500 mm.
- The ball-and-socket style mounting unit allows precise and flexible positioning.
- The wide variety of adapter plates mean that almost any communication device can be
mounted successfully.

R7,470.17 (incl. VAT)

3-50

REHAdapt Light 3D Table Mount 2 Tube Quick Shift (SLS)
Table mount with two tubes and three joints with lever. Combine with any cradle/device
with Spigot Link System.

- 30cm & 25 cm Tubes.
- Load Capability, 1.25 kg.

R3,840.27 (incl. VAT)

3-51

REHAdapt L3D-GA-Universal Adapter-R-116/135 (Permanent Adhesive)
Generic device adapter for mounting devices to REHAdapt́ s LIGHT 3D-System with Spigot
Link System (SLS).

- Permanent fixation via strong adhedesive tape.
-116x135mm.

R1,601.61 (incl. VAT)

3-51

REHAdapt Light 3D Table Mount 2 Tube Quick Shift (UDS)
Table mount with two tubes and three joints with lever. Combine with any cradle/device
with Spigot Link System.

- 30cm & 25 cm Tubes.
- Load Capability, 1.25 kg.

R5,238.68 (incl. VAT)

3-51



REHAdapt Light 3D-GA-Universal Adapter-R-116/135 (Velcro Tape)
Removable generic device adapter for mounting devices on Rehadapt‘s Light 3D System
with the Spigot Link System (SLS).

- Interchageable fixation via Velcro tape.
- 116 mm x 135 mm.

R1,601.61 (incl. VAT)

3-51

Lightweight Switch Mounting with Universal Mounting Plate
A much lighter duty but less expensive switch mounting.

- Perfect for users who do not push too hard when pressing a switch.
- Includes clamp.
- Requires a mounting plate.
- Switch not included.

R3,326.12 (incl. VAT)

3-52

Inclusive Gooseneck Flexible Mounting Arm w/Super Clamp inc. Ping
The Gooseneck Univeral Mounting Arm enables you to mount switches and lightweight
communication devices quickly and easily.
The flexible arm allows devices to be positioned optimally for user comfort and ease of
access.

- Includes Super Clamp.
- Requires a mounting plate - please specify what you would like to mount. - Extends to
51cm.
- Ping pong switch included.

R8,789.76 (incl. VAT)

3-54

Desk Mounting Arm with VESA Plate
Constructed with solid steel, elegant die casting aluminum and integrated with innovative
counterbalance technology.The desk arm is designed with cable management to provide
neat desk space and is is ideal for offices, homes, schools and many more.

- Efficiently frees up space on your desk and easily move your LCD monitor into the best
ergonomic position.
- Highly adjustable arm moves up, down, forward and back with just a touch.
- With weight capacity of 6kg this desk mount features 360 degree monitor rotation, -90
degree plus 90 degrees tilt, 180 degrees swivel and vertical distance height adjustments.
- The monitor mount.
- VESA plate is compatible with 75 x 75 or 100 x 100 spaced holes.

R1,638.97 (incl. VAT)
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Tablet Holder Fit 10 with AMPS adapter & MagicArm
This strong, reliable tablet mounting system is designed for fast, easy and secure placement
of any 10.1'' tablet screen . The arm extends and clamps onto most flat or tubular surfaces,
such as tabletops and wheelchairs. Utilises Super Clamp for mounting to a table, chair, bed,
or just about any other surface.

- Includes versatile Super Clamp for angular or round elements sized 13 - 55mm.
- Features 3 pivot points with a range/reach of 52-cm.
- Can hold up to 2.3 kg.
- Articulated arm with balljoints and locking knurled knob.
- By removing a single spacer from the holder, you'll have the ability to easily slide your
tablet in and out of the holder. Keeping the spacer installed will keep your tablet securely
locked in the holder.
- The holder has industry standard mounting patterns, including 75x75 VESA, 100x100 VESA
and AMPS.

R6,812.80 (incl. VAT)

3-57

REHAdapt Permanent Mounting Plate & MagicArm
This strong, reliable switch mounting system is designed for fast, easy and secure placement
of any switch. The arm extends and clamps onto most flat or tubular surfaces, such as
tabletops and wheelchairs. Utilises Super Clamp for mounting to a table, chair, bed, or just
about any other surface.

- MagicArm (MA), including SuperClamp.
- Articulated arm with balljoints and locking knurled knob.
- Includes versatile clamp for angular or round elements sized 13 - 55mm.
- Features 3 pivot points with a range/reach of 52-cm
- Can hold up to 2.3 kg.

R4,728.32 (incl. VAT)

3-57/8/9

Tablet Holder Fit 11 with AMPS adapter & MagicArm
This strong, reliable tablet mounting system is designed for fast, easy and secure placement
of any 11.6'' tablet screen . The arm extends and clamps onto most flat or tubular surfaces,
such as tabletops and wheelchairs. Utilises Super Clamp for mounting to a table, chair, bed,
or just about any other surface.

- Includes versatile Super Clamp for angular or round elements sized 13 - 55mm.
- Features 3 pivot points with a range/reach of 52-cm.
- Can hold up to 2.3 kg.
- Articulated arm with balljoints and locking knurled knob.
- By removing a single spacer from the holder, you'll have the ability to easily slide your
tablet in and out of the holder. Keeping the spacer installed will keep your tablet securely
locked in the holder.
- The holder has industry standard mounting patterns, including 75x75 VESA, 100x100 VESA
and AMPS.

R6,932.32 (incl. VAT)

3-58

Tablet Holder Fit 12 with AMPS adapter & MagicArm
This strong, reliable tablet mounting system is designed for fast, easy and secure placement
of any 12.2'' tablet screen . The arm extends and clamps onto most flat or tubular surfaces,
such as tabletops and wheelchairs. Utilises Super Clamp for mounting to a table, chair, bed,
or just about any other surface.

- Includes versatile Super Clamp for angular or round elements sized 13 - 55mm.
- Features 3 pivot points with a range/reach of 52-cm.
- Can hold up to 2.3 kg.
- Articulated arm with balljoints and locking knurled knob.
- By removing a single spacer from the holder, you'll have the ability to easily slide your
tablet in and out of the holder. Keeping the spacer installed will keep your tablet securely
locked in the holder.
- The holder has industry standard mounting patterns, including 75x75 VESA, 100x100 VESA
and AMPS.

R7,318.38 (incl. VAT)
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REHAdapt TabTite Holder for 10" Tablets with L3D Arm
TabTite cradle with Spigot Link System for mounting 10" tablets on L3D arm.

R5,025.93 (incl. VAT)

3-60

REHAdapt TabTite Holder for 10" Tablets with Gooseneck Arm
TabTite cradle with Spigot Link System for mounting 10" tablets on Gooseneck arm.

R3,557.00 (incl. VAT)

3-61

Inclusive Gooseneck Flexible Mounting Arm w/Super Clamp inc.
The Gooseneck Univeral Mounting Arm enables you to mount switches and lightweight
communication devices quickly and easily.
The flexible arm allows devices to be positioned optimally for user comfort and ease of
access.

- Includes Super Clamp.
- Extends to 51cm.
- Universal mounting plate included (switch not included).

R3,533.25 (incl. VAT)

3-61

Universal Battery Charger (for AA, AAA, C, D & 9v batteries)
Universal battery charger for AA, AAA, C, D and 9V batteries.

R635.07 (incl. VAT)
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Duracell Rechargeable AA Batteries, 2500mAh, 4 Pack
Duracell Rechargable AA batteries have a long-life ion core that come pre charged to
power devices right away.

- Stay charged for up to 12 months when not in use.
- Can be charged by any NiMH charger.

R242.10 (incl. VAT)

3-67, 3-68

Rechargeable 9V Battery, 320mAh - Single
Rechargeable 9V battery for use with Communication Devices.

R147.36 (incl. VAT)

3-69

Duracell Plus Power '9V' Battery
9v Battery for use with Communication Devices.

R94.73 (incl. VAT)

3-70
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Aura Tablet by RCA 7"
The Aura 7 from RCA by Venturer impresses with spectacular performance. Updated with
Android 8.1, Oreo Go, the Aura 7 showcases the operating system’s clean design and
performance upgrades.

- 7" screen.
- 1GB RAM , Quad-Core (Up to 1.3GHz).
- 8GB flash storage.
- Screen 1024 x 600 Pixels.
- Android 8.1 Oreo Go.
- Multi Points Capacitive Touch Screen.
- Front & rear camera 1MP + 1MP.
- Automatic Screen Display Orientation.
- Connectors: Micro SD, Micro USB, Headphone, DC Jack, Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth 4.0.
- Up to 6 hours battery life.
- Dimensions: 185 x 12.5 x 113.8 (WxDxH) mm.

R1,367.27 (incl. VAT)

4-01

Juno Tablet by RCA 10.1"
Introducing the RCA by Venturer Juno 10 tablet operating on Android 8.1 Oreo Go Edition.
Enjoy high-definition clarity from the 10.1ʺ IPS screen. Additionally, the impressive 16GB
expandable storage is plenty of room for all of your apps and media.

- 10.1" 1280 x 800 IPS screen, Automatic Screen Display Orientation
- Android 8.1 Oreo Go.
- Quad-Core (Up to 1.3GHz), 1GB RAM.
- Multi Points Capacitive Touch Screen.
- Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth 4.0.
- 2MP + 2MP (Front & Rear) camera.
- microSD Slot, Micro USB, Headphone Jack, DC in Jack.
- Up to 6 hours of battery life.
- Dimensions: Approx. 252 x 10.9 x 163 (W x D x H) mm.

R2,533.79 (incl. VAT)

4-01

Gemini Tablet with Detachable Keyboard by RCA 10.1"
The Gemini 10 Pro provides an excellent mix of value and capability. The Gemini 10 Pro
included folio keyboard docks securely to the 10.1 tablet for added functionality. Once
docked, the tablet automatically recognizes the keyboard folio and allows for quicker
document composition and shortcut access.

- 10.1" 1280 x 800 IPS screen, Automatic Screen Display Orientation.
- Android 8.1 Oreo Go.
- Quad-Core (Up to 1.3GHz) , 1GB RAM, 32GB Flash.
- Multi Points Capacitive Touch Screen, Folio detachable keyboard.
- Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth 4.0.
- 2MP + 2MP Front & Rear camera.
- microSD Slot, Micro USB, Headphone Jack, DC in Jack,
- Up to 6 Hours battery life.
- Dimensions: Approx. 252 x 10.9 x 163 (W x D x H) mm excluded keyboard
Approx. 261 x 23.5 x 170 (W x D x H) mm with keyboard.

R2,805.53 (incl. VAT)

4-01

Lenovo 300E 11.6" Convertible Laptop (4GB RAM, 64GB HD)
This convertabile laptop can be used in multiple modes depending on the environment.

- 11.6'' Hd (1366 x 768) IPS touchscreen widescreen LED Display
- Intel HD Graphics 500 integrated.
- Intel Celeron quad-core N3450 Processor, 1.10GHz Base frequency, up to 2.20GHz, 2MB
Smart Cache.
- 4GB LPDDR4 SDRAM, 64GB eMMC Solid State Drive, No Optical Drive.
- 1 x HDMI, 1 x USB 3.0, 2 x USB 2.0, 1 x combo headphone/microphone jack, 1 x media card
Reader. Built-in 720P HD Webcam.
- 802.11AC, Bluetooth 4.1.
- Up to 8 hours Battery Life. Secure and power-saving.
- Windows 10 in S mode is pre-installed, s mode is fast.
- It can be switched to Windows 10 Professional for free in Windows settings.
- Dimensions: 21.2cm X 30cm X 2.34cm. Weight: 1.45kg.

R7,142.35 (incl. VAT)

4-02



Cambio Tablet with Detachable Keyboard by RCA 12.2"
Introducing the RCA Cambio 12.2 high resolution Windows tablet with detachable
keyboard. Powered by an Intel processor, the RCA Cambio is ready to tackle any task.
Preloaded with Windows 10, the RCA Cambio boasts a clean and easy to use user
interface.

- 12.2" Capacitive Touch TFT, Display Resolution (1920 x 1200) IPS screen.
- Built-in Speaker, USB 3.0, Bluetooth 4.0, HDMI Out.
- Wi-Fi to connect to Internet.
- 64-GB Internal Memory.
-Intel Celeron Processor.
- 2 GB RAM.
- Front 2MP Camera, Rear 2MP Camera.
- Windows 10 Home.
- Automatic Orientation Detection.

Discontinued - no
longer available
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Discontinued - no
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R5,260.98 (incl. VAT)

4-02

Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Tablet (3rd Gen) with Detachable Keyboard
ThinkPad X1 Tablet gives you power, productivity, and portability in an ultrapremium
detachable 2-in-1 that means business.

R29,636.87 (incl. VAT)

4-04

Indi by Tobii Dynavox - featuring Snap + Core First inc. Protective Case Kit
Indi is the the first all-in-one speech tablet created specifically for Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC). Indi is ready out-of-the-box and comes with all your
needs fully integrated.

- The Indi is an ideal communication device for individuals with non-verbal Autism, children
with Autism, and people with Down Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, and other intellectual
disabilities.
- This option comes with Snap + Core First and a protective case kit.
- It includes built-in powerful speakers, Environmental Control Units & Infrared (IR), functions
for social media, email, and texting.
- Includes Protective Case kit with stand and strap.
- Available in three different colors – Teal Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Gray.
- Comes with or without keyguard holder.

R23,079.53 (incl. VAT)

4-05, 4-13

Lenovo 300E 11.6" Convertible Laptop with Communicator 5 + SA Voice
This convertabile laptop can be used in multiple modes depending on the
environment.Communicator 5 from TobiiDynavox is AAC software that aims to make
communication more efficient. Communicator 5 also provides access to Infrared
environment control, phone functionality, E-mail, Facebook and much more.

- 11.6'' Hd (1366 x 768) IPS touchscreen widescreen LED Display.
- Intel HD Graphics 500 integrated.
- Intel Celeron quad-core N3450 Processor, 1.10GHz Base frequency, up to 2.20GHz, 2MB
Smart Cache.
- 4GB LPDDR4 SDRAM, 64GB eMMC Solid State Drive, No Optical Drive.
- 802.11AC, Bluetooth 4.1.
- Up to 8 hours Battery Life. Secure and power-saving.
- Windows 10 in S mode is pre-installed, s mode is fast.
- It can be switched to Windows 10 Professional for free in Windows settings.
- Dimensions: 21.2cm X 30cm X 2.34cm. Weight: 1.45kg.

R16,057.89 (incl. VAT)

4-06
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Lenovo 300E 11.6" Convertible Laptop with Grid 3 + SA Voice
This convertabile laptop can be used in multiple modes depending on the
environment.Grid 3 has thousands of features that makes it the benchmark for AAC
software and the next generation of communication aids.

- 11.6'' Hd (1366 x 768) IPS touchscreen widescreen LED Display.
- Intel HD Graphics 500 integrated.
- Intel Celeron quad-core N3450 Processor, 1.10GHz Base frequency, up to 2.20GHz, 2MB
Smart Cache.
- 4GB LPDDR4 SDRAM, 64GB eMMC Solid State Drive, No Optical Drive.
- 1 x HDMI, 1 x USB 3.0, 2 x USB 2.0, 1 x combo headphone/microphone jack, 1 x media card
Reader. Built-in 720P HD Webcam.
- 802.11AC, Bluetooth 4.1.
- Up to 8 hours Battery Life. Secure and power-saving.
- Windows 10 in S mode is pre-installed, s mode is fast.
- Dimensions: 21.2cm X 30cm X 2.34cm. Weight: 1.45kg.

R17,430.20 (incl. VAT)

4-07, 4-11

Indi by Tobii Dynavox - featuring Snap + Core First and Communicator 5
Indi is the the first all-in-one speech tablet created specifically for Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC). Indi is ready out-of-the-box and comes with all your
needs fully integrated.

- The Indi is an ideal communication device for individuals with non-verbal Autism, children
with Autism, and people with Down Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, and other intellectual
disabilities.
- This option comes with Snap + Core First and Communicator 5 communication software.
- It includes built-in powerful speakers, Environmental Control Units & Infrared (IR), functions
for social media, email, and texting.
- Optional Protective Case kit with stand and strap, available in three different colours – Teal
Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Gray.
- Optional keyguard holder also available.

R28,209.77 (incl. VAT)

4-12, 2-27

Indi by Tobii Dynavox - featuring Snap + Core First
Indi is the the first all-in-one speech tablet created specifically for Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC). Indi is ready out-of-the-box and comes with all your
needs fully integrated.

- The Indi is an ideal communication device for individuals with non-verbal Autism, children
with Autism, and people with Down Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, and other intellectual
disabilities.
- Comes with Snap + Core First communication software pre-installed.
- It includes built-in powerful speakers, Environmental Control & Infrared (IR), functions for
social media, email, and texting.
- Optional Protective Case kit with stand and strap, available in three different colours – Teal
Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Gray.
- Optional keyguard holder also available.

R19,906.52 (incl. VAT)

4-12, 2-27

Indi by Tobii Dynavox - featuring Snap + Core First inc. Protective Case Kit
Indi is the the first all-in-one speech tablet created specifically for Augmentative and
Alternative Communication (AAC). Indi is ready out-of-the-box and comes with all your
needs fully integrated.

- The Indi is an ideal communication device for individuals with non-verbal Autism, children
with Autism, and people with Down Syndrome, Cerebral Palsy, and other intellectual
disabilities.
- This option comes with Snap + Core First and a protective case kit.
- It includes built-in powerful speakers, Environmental Control & Infrared (IR), functions for
social media, email, and texting.
- Includes Protective Case kit with stand and strap, available in three different colors – Teal
Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Gray.
- Includes keyguard.

R24,926.48 (incl. VAT)

4-13
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Indi by Tobii Dynavox - Keyguard (Core First 7 x 9 Grid)
Transparent plastic plate that sits above the buttons on your Indi tablet.

-7x9 vocab grid.
- 8x10 total grid including message window and toolbar (75 total locations, top row has 1
message window + 1 toolbar + 3 other tool/content locations).
- Plastic insert only - requires keyguard holder.

R1,887.26 (incl. VAT)

4-13a

Use the PCEye Bracket to conveniently connect your PCEye eye tracker to a Microsoft
Surface Pro tablet. Simply snap the eye tracker in place using the built-in magnetic mount
plate and slide your tablet into the bracket for a secure fit. The PCEye connects to your
tablet via USB cable. Place the bracket on a tabletop using the built-in stand, or connect to
a Rehadapt mounting system (available separately).

Includes:
• Microsoft Surface Pro 7 tablet
• PCEye 5 eye tracker
• PCEye Bracket
• PCEye Carrying Case
• Magnetic mounting plates
• USB-A to USB-C adapter
• TD Control software

R61,615.00 (incl. VAT)

4-14

Grid Pad 8
The 8" Grid Pad is a dedicated device designed for communication all day, every day -
using any access method! Our most flexible solution for people with complex access and
communication needs. The Grid Pad has been designed in collaboration with AAC users.

- Rugged design.
- 4 hour battery life.
- Ready for use with switches, touch, and USB devices.
- 8 ’ tough ’ touchscreen.
- Built-in radio and Infrared Environment Control transmitter.
- Wheelchair mounting and built-in stand.
- High quality amplified sound.
- Powered by Grid 3.

R67,771.12 (incl. VAT)

4-15

Grid Pad 10
Grid Pad 10 is a smaller and lighter alternative to our Grid Pad 12, with a 10” display. This
multi-access, portable device comes in a rugged case, and can be mounted or used with
a shoulder strap and handle. The new Grid Pad is a dedicated device and has been
designed in collaboration with AAC users.

- 7 hour battery life.
- Ready for use with touch, switches and USB devices.
- High quality amplified sound.
- 10” HD tough touch screen.
- Built-in radio and infrared Environment Control transmitters.
- Wheelchair mounting and built-in stand.
- Shoulder strap and handle.
- Rugged casing.
- Includes Grid 3.

R67,771.12 (incl. VAT)

4-16

Tobii Dynavox PCEye 5 including Bracket and Surface Pro Tablet
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Grid Pad 12
The 12" Grid Pad is a rugged, dedicated device designed for communication using any
access method! A flexible solution for people with complex access and communication
needs powered by Grid 3 and designed in collaboration with AAC users. Can be used with
all popular eye gaze cameras.

- High spec computer for fast communication.
- 15 hours battery life (10 hours with eye gaze).
- Ready for use with eye gaze, switches, touch, and USB devices.
- Shock protection, droppable to 1m.
- 12.5” full HD tough antiglare touchscreen.
- Remote power button.
- High quality amplified sound.
- Built-in radio and infrared Environment Control.
- Tactile, water-resistant buttons in convenient locations.
- Multi-angle stand and wheelchair mounting.

R99,277.70 (incl. VAT)

4-17

Grid Pad 12 with TM5 Eye Tracker & TM5 Mounting Kit
The 12" Grid Pad is a rugged, dedicated device designed for communication using any
access method! A flexible solution, powered by Grid 3 for people with complex access and
communication needs. Designed in collaboration with AAC users. Includes TM5 Eye Tracker
and mounting kit. This module turns the Grid Pad into an integrated eye gaze
communication aid.

- High spec computer for fast communication.
- 15 hours battery life (10 hours with eye gaze).
- Ready for use with eye gaze, switches, touch, and USB devices.
- Shock protection, droppable to 1m.
- 12.5” full HD tough antiglare touchscreen.
- Remote power button.
- High quality amplified sound.
- Built-in radio and infrared Environment Control.
- Tactile, water-resistant buttons in convenient locations.

R139,699.29 (incl. VAT)

4-18

Jumbo XL II Hi-Visibility Keyboard - Yellow
The Jumbo XL II Hi-Visibility Keyboard has chunky one inch square keys and includes all
function keys. This version has bright high contrast keys to make the letters more visible. The
keyboard has all the standard keys with the exception of the numeric keypad. It has
separate function keys (f keys), a Windows key and Shift keys on both sides of the
keyboard.

- Jumbo XL II Hi-Visibility Keyboard has USB connectivity as standard.
-Two extra USB ports on the right hand side which are ideal for attaching a numeric keypad,
a mouse, trackball, webcam etc. Windows or Mac compatible.
- Available in uppercase yellow keys with black letters.
- Dimensions: 48.2cm x 17.9cm x 3.4cm.

R1,351.16 (incl. VAT)

4-19/21/23

Jumbo XL II Hi-Visibility Keyboard - White
The Jumbo XL II Hi-Visibility Keyboard has chunky one inch square keys and includes all
function keys. This version has bright high contrast keys to make the letters more visible. The
keyboard has all the standard keys with the exception of the numeric keypad. It has
separate function keys (f keys), a Windows key and Shift keys on both sides of the
keyboard.

- Jumbo XL II Hi-Visibility Keyboard has USB connectivity as standard.
-Two extra USB ports on the right hand side which are ideal for attaching a numeric keypad,
a mouse, trackball, webcam etc. Windows or Mac compatible.
- Available in uppercase yellow keys with black letters.
- Dimensions: 48.2cm x 17.9cm x 3.4cm.

R1,351.16 (incl. VAT)

4-19/21/23



Metal Keyguard with Function Keys for Jumbo XL II Keyboard
This keyguard is designed to help people who may have trouble pressing only one key at a
time, due to tremors, strokes, or other physical disability.
- The keyguard is an easy-to-clean, strong metal frame that fits securely over the keyboard
and provides support when using the keyboard.
- Users can rest their hand or arm on the keyguard, or use larger movements, and then
select the desired key through the guard.
- Designed for use with the following keyboard models: VisionBoard2, KinderBoard and
Jumbo XL II keyboards.

R467.82 (incl. VAT)

4-19a/21a/23a

Clear Perspex Keyguard with Function Keys for Jumbo XL II Keyboard
This clear perspex keyguard is specially designed for the Jumbo XL II keyboard and
provides support for those with motor control difficulties.

- Improves accuracy and reduces errors.
- The hand can be rested on the guard while selecting the correct key through the guide
holes.

R991.78 (incl. VAT)

4-19b

Clevy Keyboard - Wired
A robust keyboard with large keys and lowercase letters, perfect for the special needs
classroom.

- Simple layout and colour coding makes it easy to find the large 2cm x 2cm keys: blue for
letters (light blue for vowels), red for numbers, orange for punctuation and green for
actions.
- Plastic keyguards are also available which clip firmly into place and are easily removed.
- Includes sticky keys features.
- Connects via USB.

R1,884.64 (incl. VAT)

4-20

SimplyWorks Clear Plastic Keyguard
This clear plastic guard provides support for those with motor control difficulties.

- Improves accuracy and reduces errors.
- The hand can be rested on the guard while selecting the correct key through the guide
holes.
- The surface of the keyguard has been matted to make its appearance calmer to the
eyes, prevents reflecting light causing any flickering.
- Fits Clevy Keyboard (see item 4-20).

R1,819.61 (incl. VAT)

4-20a



Jumbo XL II Keyboard - Coloured, UPPERCASE
The NEW Jumbo XL II Keyboard is an excellent first keyboard for young children. It has
chunky one inch square keys that are colour coded and easy to find and press. The colours
also help the user to identify vowels, consonants and punctuation marks. The Jumbo XL II
Keyboard has all the standard keys with the exception of the numeric keypad. It has
separate function keys (f keys), a Windows key and Shift keys on both sides of the
keyboard.

- Jumbo XL II Coloured Keyboard has USB connectivity as standard.
-Two extra USB ports on the right hand side which are ideal for attaching a numeric keypad,
a mouse, trackball, webcam etc. Windows or Mac compatible.
- Also available in lowercase.
- Dimensions: 48.2cm x 17.9cm x 3.4cm.

R1,351.16 (incl. VAT)

4-21, 4-23

Jumbo XL II Keyboard - Coloured, Lowercase
The NEW Jumbo XL II Keyboard is an excellent first keyboard for young children. It has
chunky one inch square keys that are colour coded and easy to find and press. The colours
also help the user to identify vowels, consonants and punctuation marks. The Jumbo XL II
Keyboard has all the standard keys with the exception of the numeric keypad. It has
separate function keys (f keys), a Windows key and Shift keys on both sides of the
keyboard.

- Jumbo XL II Coloured Keyboard has USB connectivity as standard.
-Two extra USB ports on the right hand side which are ideal for attaching a numeric keypad,
a mouse, trackball, webcam etc. Windows or Mac compatible.
- Also available in uppercase.
- Dimensions: 48.2cm x 17.9cm x 3.4cm.

R1,351.16 (incl. VAT)

4-21, 4-23

SEN - Colour Coded Keyboard, Lower & Upper Case Keys
Make learning fun for your child with this excellent educational product. Large (double
size) clear and bright keys enable easy identification & use of the keyboard.

- Keys are colour coded to aid recognition & visual search. Easy to identify vowels,
consonants, numbers & function keys.
- Lower and upper case letters on each key.
- Made out of a tough polymer with Splash proof casing.
- Plug and play via usb.
- Dimensions 49 x 19 x 5cm

R500.96 (incl. VAT)

4-21, 4-23

Single Hand Keyboard, Left Hand Side - Black
The Single Hand Keyboards have been developed as a logical step forward to meet the
needs of those who need to perform keyboard operations with one hand. The special
shape and letter layout have been very carefully planned, taking into account the limited
number of keys that can be accessed quickly and comfortably.

- The shape matches natural hand movement and the key arrangement minimize finger
movement, increasing speed and relieving frustration.
- Designed for ‘Touch Typing.’
- These keyboards have Push-On Push-Off keys for Shift, Control and Alt functions; essential
for single hand operation.
- The unique switchable dual layout feature of Maltron keyboards has now been
developed for single handed keyboards to give an alternative number entry option. For
intensive number work the flat number panel alongside the letters is not ergonomic and
can lead to fatigue as there is nowhere to rest the hand.

R7,495.20 (incl. VAT)

4-24



Single Hand Keyboard, Right Hand Side - Black
The Single Hand Keyboards have been developed as a logical step forward to meet the
needs of those who need to perform keyboard operations with one hand. The special
shape and letter layout have been very carefully planned, taking into account the limited
number of keys that can be accessed quickly and comfortably.

- The shape matches natural hand movement and the key arrangement minimize finger
movement, increasing speed and relieving frustration.
- Designed for ‘Touch Typing.’
- These keyboards have Push-On Push-Off keys for Shift, Control and Alt functions; essential
for single hand operation.
- The unique switchable dual layout feature of Maltron keyboards has now been
developed for single handed keyboards to give an alternative number entry option. For
intensive number work the flat number panel alongside the letters is not ergonomic and
can lead to fatigue as there is nowhere to rest the hand.

R7,495.20 (incl. VAT)

4-24

nAbler Joystick
This robust unit has been designed to improve computer access with many special features
such as a speed control key, latching drag switch and buttons that allow only up/down or
left/right movements of the cursor. Cursor movement is achieved by moving the joystick
which certain users find easier, particularly those with more severe motor impairments. All of
the switches on the front panel, with the exception of the speed control, can be
duplicated with remote switches by using the connector on the rear of the unit. Five cursor
speeds can be selected by the pressing the cursor speed switch.

FEATURES:
- Plug and Play, no additional software required.
- PS2/USB, Windows/Mac compatible.
- Supplied with additional interchangeable T-Bar and Foam Ball handles.
- Removable finger guard.
- Mounting Points.
- Reversible Right/Left buttons.

R5,127.66 (incl. VAT)

4-25

nAbler Pro Joystick
The n-ABLER Pro Joystick is specifically designed for computer users with limited hand
control, motor skill difficulties, poor hand-eye-coordination, limited manual dexterity,
involuntary muscle spasms and hand or wrist tremors.

- The n-ABLER Pro Joystick is a computer mouse emulator but, with fingertip control requiring
only minimal hand movement, reduces wrist and elbow fatigue.
- The symmetrical design allows users to work with either hand without angling the wrist, it
can also be configured for 'left-handed' operation.
- A large, integrated hand/palm rest makes work posture more relaxed, reducing strain and
tension.
-Suitable for all age groups with motor skill difficulties and for those whose work requires long
periods at the computer.
- The 'Anti-Tremor' facility is invaluable for anyone suffering with tremors or involuntary
muscle spasms and for older people with movement impairments.

R5,387.78 (incl. VAT)

4-26

nAbler Trackball
The 'nABLER' emulates a computer mouse but, with fingertip control and the need for only
minimal hand movement, reduces wrist and elbow fatigue, requires far less effort and is less
tiring. The symmetrical design enables users to work with either hand without having to
angle the wrist, and the unit can also be configured for 'left-handed' operation. Its large,
integrated hand support/palm rest makes work posture more relaxed and less strained.

FEATURES:
- High mass, 63mm, free-running ball for easy cursor control.
- Colour coded buttons mounted sub-flush to prevent accidental activation. - Switchable
left and right click buttons.
- Sockets for external left/right click buttons.
- Double click and latching drag lock buttons.
- X-Y axis & Scroll button for up/down or left/right only cursor movements & scrolling facility.
- Audible (switchable to mute) & visual warnings indicating selection/change of function.

R4,214.85 (incl. VAT)

4-27



nAbler Pro Trackball
The n-ABLER Pro Trackball is specifically designed for computer users with limited hand
control, motor skill difficulties, poor hand-eye-coordination, limited manual dexterity,
involuntary muscle spasms and hand or wrist tremors.

- The n-ABLER Pro Trackball is a computer mouse emulator but, with fingertip control
requiring only minimal hand movement, reduces wrist and elbow fatigue.
- The symmetrical design allows users to work with either hand without angling the wrist, and
the unit can also be configured for 'left-handed' operation.
- A large, integrated hand/palm rest makes work posture more relaxed, reducing strain and
tension.
- The n-ABLER Pro Trackball is particularly suitable for all age groups with motor skill difficulties
and for those whose work requires long periods at the computer.
- The 'Anti-Tremor' facility is invaluable for anyone suffering with tremors or involuntary
muscle spasms and for older people with movement impairments.

R4,411.14 (incl. VAT)

4-28

GlassOuse v1.2 Gyroscopic Head Mouse with Bite Switch
Designed for daily use, GlassOuse is worn like a pair of glasses and connects to mobile
phones, computers, tablets and Smart TVs via Bluetooth to revolutionize the use of
technology for those with restricted mobility.

- GlassOuse uses a 9-axis gyroscope to detect even the slightest head movements to move
the cursor.
- Use bite switch to perform clicking action.
- Bite switch has a flexible cable making it easily adjustable.
- Bite switch is covered with a silicone cover making it easy to change and clean.

R8,212.18 (incl. VAT)

4-29

GlassOuse v1.2 Gyroscopic Head Mouse
Designed for daily use, GlassOuse is worn like a pair of glasses and connects to mobile
phones, computers, tablets and Smart TVs via Bluetooth to revolutionize the use of
technology for those with restricted mobility.

- GlassOuse uses a 9-axis gyroscope to detect even the slightest head movements to move
the cursor.
- To perform clicking actions, you can choose the most suitable switch control option from
the G-Switch Series or you can use GlassOuse V1.2 directly via Dwell software.

R7,301.48 (incl. VAT)

4-30

Quha Zono with Adjustable Headband
Quha Zono Mouse is a unique wireless gyroscopic pointing device offering a simple
alternative to a regular mouse, it offers a flexible, plug and play alternative to a regular
mouse and it can be attached to the head, wrist, foot or anywhere else that is comfortable
and in front of the device being accessed.

- Flexible, plug and play alternative to a regular mouse.
- Can be attached to the head, wrist, foot or anywhere else that is comfortable and in front
of the device being accessed.
- Flexible design of headband makes it suitable for most users - adjustable from Small (S) to
Extra Large (XL).
- Can be charged while attached to headband.

R15,704.10 (incl. VAT)

4-30
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Clevy Childrens Mouse
A colourful, small mouse for young children with little hands. It has two coloured buttons
(one red and one blue) to make it easier to remember left and right click.

- Easy to use – just plug and play.
- It includes a scroll wheel so despite its small size, offers full mouse functionality.

R420.28 (incl. VAT)

4-31

This product option includes a PCEye Mini eye tracker and Gaze Point and Gaze Viewer
software as well as Choosing and Learning software. Together, they provide an easy and
efficient way to learn how to use eye tracking and gaze interaction.

- Does not allow for full computer access, but with Gaze Point you are able to use basic
functionality like moving the mouse pointer and performing single mouse clicks.
- The Gaze Viewer software allows for great insight and tracking possibilities of where the
user is looking, and into how the user behaves and develops.
- Gaze Point also enables gaze access to other communication software.
- Choosing and learning software consists of 18 fun and meaningful activities that serve as
an intoduction to eye gaze technology or any child.
- The Choosing and Learning package is designed to prepare eye gaze users for further
communication and learning activities by developing choice making and access skills.

R23,477.90 (incl. VAT)

4-32

This product option includes a PCEye Mini eye tracker and Gaze Point and Gaze Viewer
software as well as Look to learn software. Together, they provide an easy and efficient way
to learn how to use eye tracking and gaze interaction.

- Does not allow for full computer access, but with Gaze Point you are able to use basic
functionality like moving the mouse pointer and performing single mouse clicks.
- The Gaze Viewer software allows for great insight and tracking possibilities of where the
user is looking, and into how the user behaves and develops.
- Gaze Point also enables gaze access to other communication software.
- Look to learn has been developed with teachers and therapists and consists of 40
activities that provide a fun and motivting introduction to eye control technology.

R27,397.01 (incl. VAT)

4-32, 4-42

This product option consists of a PCEye Mini eye tracker - and the new Windows Control
software. Windows Control enables computer access on a Windows PC via eye gaze or
switch input, replacing the standard keyboard and mouse.

This product option, Access, includes a PCEye Mini eye tracker and the new Windows
Control software.

R23,015.47 (incl. VAT)

4-33, 4-35

Tobii PCEye Mini Track & Learn w/ Choosing & Learning Software

Tobii PCEye Mini Track & Learn w/ Look to Learn Software

Tobii PCEye Mini Access – Featuring Windows Control Software
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- Does not allow for full computer access, but with Gaze Point you are able to use basic
functionality like moving the mouse pointer and performing single mouse clicks.
- The Gaze Viewer software allows for great insight and tracking possibilities of where the
user is looking, and into how the user behaves and develops.
- Gaze Point also enables gaze access to other communication software.
- Attention and Looking software consists of 18 fun and meaningful activities that serve as
an intoduction to eye gaze technology or any child.
- Each activity has been carefully graded and designed to teach attention and looking
skills, simple access skills and understanding of eye gaze.

R23,302.16 (incl. VAT)

4-34

This product option includes the new PCEye 5 eye tracker with TD Control software as
well as all 3 Inclusive Eye Gaze Learning Software titles. Together, they provide an easy
and efficient way to learn how to use eye tracking and gaze interaction.

- The Inclusive Eye Gaze software takes users on the learning curve from assessment and
cause and effect understanding through to using eye gaze for communication, learning
and leisure.
- Inclusive EyeGaze can be used by teachers and therapists as an
assessment tool to determine visual skills and potential use of eye gaze
and as a progressive teaching tool that provides structure and lots of
opportunities for practice at each level.
- Full computer access is also possible via the included TD Control
Software.

R33,501.04 (incl. VAT)

4-36

This product option includes the new PCEye 5 eye tracker with TD Control software as well as
Look to Learn software. Together, they provide an easy and efficient way to learn how to use
eye tracking and gaze interaction.

- With over 40 specially created activities, Look to Learn is a motivating and fun way to get
started with eye gaze technology. Every activity has been developed in consultation with
teachers and therapists to improve access and choice making skills.
- The 40 activities are split over five key areas.
1. Sensory – Designed to teach cause and effect
2. Explore – Encourages the user to engage with the whole screen
3. Target – Helps improve accuracy of eye gaze access
4. Choose – Develops choice making skills
5. Control – Fine tunes eye gaze access

- Full computer access is also possible via the included TD Control
Software.

R31,313.77 (incl. VAT)

4-36

This product option includes a PCEye Plus eye tracker and Gaze Point and Gaze Viewer
software as well as Choosing and Learning software.It also includes a Tobii Dynavox EyeR
USB Infrared unit. Together, they provide an easy and efficient way to learn how to use eye
tracking and gaze interaction.

- Does not allow for full computer access, but with Gaze Point you are able to use basic
functionality like moving the mouse pointer and performing single mouse clicks.
- The Gaze Viewer software allows for great insight and tracking possibilities of where the
user is looking, and into how the user behaves and develops.
- Gaze Point also enables gaze access to other communication software.
- Choosing and learning software consists of 18 fun and meaningful activities that serve as
an intoduction to eye gaze technology or any child.
- The Choosing and Learning package is designed to prepare eye gaze users for further
communication and learning activities by developing choice making and access skills.

R23,302.16 (incl. VAT)

4-36

Tobii PCEye Mini Track & Learn w/ Attention & Looking Software
This product option includes a PCEye Mini eye tracker and Gaze Point and Gaze Viewer
software as well as Attention and Looking software. Together, they provide an easy and
efficient way to learn how to use eye tracking and gaze interaction.

Tobii PCEye 5 w/ Look to Learn Software

Tobii PCEye Plus Track & Learn w/ Choosing & Learning Software

Tobii PCEye 5 w/ All 3 Inclusive Eye Gaze Titles

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!

New!
Model

Replacement

New!
Model

Replacement



PCEye 5 is a compact eye tracker that enables people with physical disabilities to control a
Windows computer with their eyes.

- Replace a traditional keyboard and mouse with your eyes and surf the web, connect on
social media, play games, create documents and more. Simply connect the PCEye to your
Windows device via USB, and access everything your computer has to offer, intuitively and
independently with TD Control Software (included).
- Use the PCEye on Windows tablets, laptops and desktop monitors, with
screens up to 27" in size. Please check the specifications for exact
requirements. It can be used both indoors and outdoors, even in
bright light.
- Based on 15+ years of testing across different ethnicities,
eyewear and lighting conditions, our newest eye tracker
delivers precise screen target selection and the fastest recovery
time if the device loses track of your eyes.

R24,169.00 (incl. VAT)

4-37

TM5-KIT12 for Grid Pad 12
A purpose-built eye gaze module to secure the EyeTech TM5 to your Grid Pad 12. This
module turns the Grid Pad into an integrated eye gaze communication aid.

R40,853.91 (incl. VAT)

4-38

The PCEye Mini product option "Track & Learn" including the brandnew Gaze Point software
and the established Gaze Viewer software provides an easy and efficient way to learn how
to use eye tracking and gaze interaction.

- This product option does not include Windows Control software, but with Gaze Point you
are able to use base functionality like moving the mouse pointer and performing left mouse
clicks.
- Gaze Point software.

R19,906.52 (incl. VAT)

4-40

This product option includes a PCEye Mini eye tracker and Gaze Point and Gaze Viewer
software as well as all 3 Inclusive Eye Gaze Learning Software titles. Together, they provide
an easy and efficient way to learn how to use eye tracking and gaze interaction.

- Does not allow for full computer access, but with Gaze Point you are able to use basic
functionality like moving the mouse pointer and performing single mouse clicks.
- The Gaze Viewer software allows for great insight and tracking possibilities of where the
user is looking, and into how the user behaves and develops.
- Gaze Point also enables gaze access to other communication software.
- The Eye Gaze Learning software takes users from assessment and cause and effect
understanding through to using eye gaze for communication, learning and leisure.
- All users beginning with eye gaze can use these activities to improve their accuracy and
understanding of eye gaze in preparation for using other communication and learning
software.

R29,584.28 (incl. VAT)

4-41

Tobii PCEye 5 – Featuring TD Control Software

Tobii PCEye Mini Track & Learn w/ Gaze Point & Gaze Viewer Software

Tobii PCEye Mini Track & Learn inc. All 3 Inclusive Eye Gaze

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!

New!
Model

Replacement



Eye tracking, dictation, & switch input in one! The PCEye Plus replaces the standard
keyboard and mouse, allowing you to navigate and control your laptop or small screen
desktop computer using only your eyes. These solutions empower you to create the most
efficient computer interaction.

- The PCEye Plus lets you surf the web, connect with friends online, play games, skype, turn
on the lights or TV, and even make spreadsheets and documents using only your eyes.
- This package includes Gaze Point, a simple way to control 'point and click' software, as
well as Gaze Viewer for analysis and recording or gaze movement, ideal for assessments
and therapy.
- It includes Virtual Remote software and the Infrared EyeR dongle.
- Switch available separately.
- Includes Gaze Point & Gaze Viewer software.

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!

R27,738.85 (incl. VAT)

4-43

This product option includes a PCEye Plus eye tracker and Gaze Point and Gaze Viewer
software as well as all 3 Inclusive Eye Gaze Learning Software titles.It also includes a Tobii
Dynavox EyeR USB Infrared unit. Together, they provide an easy and efficient way to learn
how to use eye tracking and gaze interaction.

- Does not allow for full computer access, but with Gaze Point you are able to use basic
functionality like moving the mouse pointer and performing single mouse clicks.
- The Gaze Viewer software allows for great insight and tracking possibilities of where the
user is looking, and into how the user behaves and develops.
- Gaze Point also enables gaze access to other communication software.
- The Eye Gaze Learning software takes users from assessment and cause and effect
understanding through to using eye gaze for communication, learning and leisure.
- The EyeR dongle allows remote control of appliances via infrared. Can be used to control
IR toys, TVs and smart home functions.

R37,416.61 (incl. VAT)

4-44

The PCEye Mini product option "Track & Learn" including the Gaze Point software and the
Gaze Viewer software provides an easy and efficient way to learn how to use eye tracking
and gaze interaction.

- This product option does not include Windows Control software, but with Gaze Point you
are able to use base functionality like moving the mouse pointer and performing left mouse
clicks.
- Paired with the Lenovo ThinkPadl X1 tablet to give you power, productivity, and portability.
- The interior of the Fit 12 Tablet Holder is lined with a felt-like flocking that allows your tablet
to easily, and safely, slide in and out of the holder.
- The holder has industry standard mounting patterns, including 75x75 VESA, 100x100 VESA
and AMPS.

R53,735.05 (incl. VAT)

4-45

Introducing the RCA Cambio 12.2 high resolution Windows tablet with detachable
keyboard. Powered by an Intel processor, the RCA Cambio is ready to tackle any task.
Preloaded with Windows 10, the RCA Cambio boasts a clean and easy to use user
interface.

- The PCEye Mini product option "Track & Learn" including the brandnew Gaze Point
software and the established Gaze Viewer software provides an easy and efficient way to
learn how to use eye tracking and gaze interaction.
- Tablet holder for 12.2" tablet screens. By removing a single spacer from the holder, you'll
have the ability to easily slide your tablet in and out of the holder. Keeping the spacer
installed will keep your tablet securely locked in the holder.

R29,235.27 (incl. VAT)

4-46

Tobii PCEye Plus Track & Learn w/ EyeR Dongle

Tobii PCEye Plus Track & Learn w/ EyeR & All 3 Inclusive Eye Gaze Titles

Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Tablet w/ PCEye Mini Track & Learn + Tablet Holder

Cambio Tablet 12.2" w/ PCEye Mini Track & Learn + Tablet Holder

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!



The PCEye Plus Access lets you surf the web, connect with friends online, play games,
skype, turn on the lights or TV, and create spreadsheets and documents - using only your
eyes. Paired with the Lenovo ThinkPadl X1 tablet to give you power, productivity, and
portability.

- Windows Control - all settings and features in Windows Control are gaze enabled. It
makes it possible to control your desktop, or any other application, through a simple, two-
step process that reduces the risk of unwanted clicks.
- Environmental control with the EyeR Dongle - PCEye Plus comes with a uniquely designed
EyeR dongle that opens the door to infra-red control without the need for any additional
equipment.
- Combine eye tracking and switch access.
- Large track box.
- Portable and flexible.

R65,484.14 (incl. VAT)

4-47

MicroSpeak Sound Recorder
A new digital voice recorder that is easy to use and has high quality performance. Record
with the press of a button and play back immediately via the built-in speaker. HD
recordings in uncompressed WAV format ensure impressive results.

- 512MB memory.
- 6 hours recording time.
- Built-in microphone.
- Instant record button.
- LCD screen for simple navigation.
- Large buttons.
- USB sockets.
- Rechargeable battery.
- Volume control.
- Earphone socket.
- Audio Editing software.

R1,311.42 (incl. VAT)

4-86

Easi-Speak Bluetooth Microphone
Easi-Speak Bluetooth is the latest version of the popular Easi-Speak range.
Now boasting Bluetooth functionality, students can connect their microphone up to a
tablet or Bluetooth speaker.

- Great for encouraging reluctant talkers and supporting EAL learners.
- Connect to both iOS and Android tablets, the app will allow learners to view and edit their
content via their tablet.
Features:
- Connect to a tablet in order to view and edit recorded audio.
- Connects to any Bluetooth speaker.
- 4 RGB LEDS.
-128MB Flash memory & Micro SD card slot.
- 3.5mm headphonevv
- Works on current Docking Station.

R1,051.30 (incl. VAT)

4-86

Evecase Slim & Lightweight Premium Neoprene Sleeve Cases provide protection for tablets
from scratches, spills, and accidental drops.

- The lightweight and innovative design make the case easy to carry and convenient for
daily use.
- Ideal for most popular 8.9 - 10.1-inch tablets and some mini laptops.
- Features double zippers & soft handles.
-Front accessory pocket for charging cables and other extras.
- Dimensions: Exterior: 291 x 219 x 25 mm ; Interior: 270 x 210 x 20 mm ;
Max Internal Diagonal: 310 mm
-Colours Available: Black, Blue, Purple, Hot Pink, Fairy Princess Theme, Dinosaur Theme.

R467.59 (incl. VAT)

4-89

Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Tablet w/ PCEye Plus Access + Tablet Holder

Evecase 8.9-10.1 inch Neoprene Tablet/Laptop Case

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!



Cooper Magic Carry 9 - 10.1" Folio w/ Shoulder Strap - Navy Blue
This case is designed to help you get the most out of your tablet and is suitable for home,
office and school use.

- Stretchy elastic claws hold tablet tightly in place.
- Detachable shoulder strap with adjustable length.
- Two position shoulder strap can be used in either portrait or landscape mode.
- Elastic hand strap for easy reading or watching .
- Comes with Velcro cradle, lock to stop it from dangling while the tablet is in use.
- Stands at 3 angles convenient for every type of activity viewing at a distance.
- Lovely PU leather finish for premium feel and texture.

R788.29 (incl. VAT)

4-89

Cooper Magic Carry 9 - 10.1" Folio w/ Shoulder Strap - Black
This case is designed to help you get the most out of your tablet and is suitable for home,
office and school use.

- Stretchy elastic claws hold tablet tightly in place.
- Detachable shoulder strap with adjustable length.
- Two position shoulder strap can be used in either portrait or landscape mode.
- Elastic hand strap for easy reading or watching .
- Comes with Velcro cradle, lock to stop it from dangling while the tablet is in use.
- Stands at 3 angles convenient for every type of activity viewing at a distance.
- Lovely PU leather finish for premium feel and texture.

R788.29 (incl. VAT)

4-89

Everki Advance Laptop Bag for 11.6" & 12.2" notebooks
The Advance is a well-padded bag with a range of slots and pockets making it the perfect
laptop carry solution.

- Laptop compartment: 29 x 2.8 x 20.8 cm.
- iPad/Kindle/Tablet Pocket.
- Trolley Handle Pass-Through Strap.
- Ergonomic Two-Way Adjustable Shoulder Strap.
- High-Contrast Lining.

R290.05 (incl. VAT)

4-89

The new and updated Trooper provides the ultimate protection for your tablet. This case is
made of non-toxic, easy to wash silicon that can be easily removed to clean.It comes in
pink, blue or black to match every personality and age group!

-Innovative single piece design allows full access to the camera, buttons and speakers
whilst also keeping your tablet completely out of harm's way.
- Features an adjustable kickstand for both movie and reading modes.
- Comes with a detachable shoulder strap.
- Car Mode - The shoulder strap can be used in the car. Just attach it to the back of the
seat and keep the kids entertained and occupied during journeys.
- Colours available: Black, Blue or Pink.

R684.25 (incl. VAT)

4-90, 4-92 Cooper Trooper 2K Universal Rugged Case - 10-10.5" - Black



The new and updated Trooper provides the ultimate protection for your tablet. This case is
made of non-toxic, easy to wash silicon that can be easily removed to clean.It comes in
pink, blue or black to match every personality and age group!

-Innovative single piece design allows full access to the camera, buttons and speakers
whilst also keeping your tablet completely out of harm's way.
- Features an adjustable kickstand for both movie and reading modes.
- Comes with a detachable shoulder strap.
- Car Mode - The shoulder strap can be used in the car. Just attach it to the back of the
seat and keep the kids entertained and occupied during journeys.
- Colours available: Black, Blue or Pink.

R684.25 (incl. VAT)

4-90, 4-92

The new and updated Trooper provides the ultimate protection for your tablet. This case is
made of non-toxic, easy to wash silicon that can be easily removed to clean.It comes in
pink, blue or black to match every personality and age group!

-Innovative single piece design allows full access to the camera, buttons and speakers
whilst also keeping your tablet completely out of harm's way.
- Features an adjustable kickstand for both movie and reading modes.
- Comes with a detachable shoulder strap.
- Car Mode - The shoulder strap can be used in the car. Just attach it to the back of the
seat and keep the kids entertained and occupied during journeys.
- Colours available: Black, Blue or Pink.

R684.25 (incl. VAT)

4-90, 4-92

Indi by Tobii Dynavox - Protective Case Kit, Raspberry
The durable case offers extra protection for your Indi while looking good.
Durable case kit includes a Strap, Connect-It mount plate, Handle and Kickstand.

- Keyguards available - sold separately, to provide accuracy support.
- Available in three colours: Teal Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Grey.
- Available with or without keyguard compatibility.

R2,629.50 (incl. VAT)

4-91

Indi by Tobii Dynavox - Protective Case Kit, Teal Blue
The durable case offers extra protection for your Indi while looking good.
Durable case kit includes a Strap, Connect-It mount plate, Handle and Kickstand.

- Keyguards available - sold separately, to provide accuracy support.
- Available in three colours: Teal Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Grey.
- Available with or without keyguard compatibility.

R2,629.50 (incl. VAT)

4-91

Cooper Trooper 2K Universal Rugged Case - 10-10.5" - Blue

Cooper Trooper 2K Universal Rugged Case - 10-10.5" - Pink

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!



Indi by Tobii Dynavox - Protective Case Kit, Cool Grey
The durable case offers extra protection for your Indi while looking good.
Durable case kit includes a Strap, Connect-It mount plate, Handle and Kickstand.

- Keyguards available - sold separately, to provide accuracy support.
- Available in three colours: Teal Blue, Raspberry, and Cool Grey.
- Available with or without keyguard compatibility.

R2,629.50 (incl. VAT)

4-91

REHAdapt Adapter UDS - Surface Pro 4-7
This cradle securely holds your Surface Pro 4, 5, 6 or 7 and attaches it to our Universal
Device Socket.

- For use with the ClampOnMount, Monty Wheelchair Mounts, Table Stands or Floor Stands.
- Arms made of brushed aluminium, they are robust and attractive (avaiable separately).

R1,396.03 (incl. VAT)

4-93

Tablet Holder Fit 11 with AMPS adapter (no MagicArm)
Tablet holder for 11.6" tablet screens. By removing a single spacer from the holder, you'll
have the ability to easily slide your tablet in and out of the holder. Keeping the spacer
installed will keep your tablet securely locked in the holder.

- The interior of our holders are lined with a felt-like flocking that allows your tablet to easily,
and safely, slide in and out of the holder.
- The holder has industry standard mounting patterns, including 75x75 VESA, 100x100 VESA
and AMPS.

R3,897.39 (incl. VAT)

4-93

Tablet Holder Fit 12 with AMPS adapter (no MagicArm)
Tablet holder for 12.2" tablet screens. By removing a single spacer from the holder, you'll
have the ability to easily slide your tablet in and out of the holder. Keeping the spacer
installed will keep your tablet securely locked in the holder.

- The interior of our holders are lined with a felt-like flocking that allows your tablet to easily,
and safely, slide in and out of the holder.
- The holder has industry standard mounting patterns, including 75x75 VESA, 100x100 VESA
and AMPS.

R4,292.76 (incl. VAT)

4-93

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!



Tablet Holder Fit 10 with AMPS adapter (no MagicArm)
Tablet holder for 10.1" tablet screens. By removing a single spacer from the holder, you'll
have the ability to easily slide your tablet in and out of the holder. Keeping the spacer
installed will keep your tablet securely locked in the holder.

- The interior of our holders are lined with a felt-like flocking that allows your tablet to easily,
and safely, slide in and out of the holder.
- The holder has industry standard mounting patterns, including 75x75 VESA, 100x100 VESA
and AMPS.

R3,686.08 (incl. VAT)

4-93

REHAdapt MA-GoTalk 4, 9, 20 Adapter
Device adapter for mounting GoTalk to MagicArm.

- Fastening parts included.
-170x150mm.

R1,045.82 (incl. VAT)

4-93, 3-42/48
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Alphabet Paint
An enjoyable educational experience for everybody who likes colouring pictures, being
noisy and getting rewarded with funny animations.

- Alphabet Paint helps to develop pre-reading skills and is designed for either young pupils
or those who respond to additional stimulus.
- The 104 pictures and over 400 related sounds provide students with a strong visual and
auditory association of the letter and its sound.
- Can be accesed through mouse, touch screen or one or two switches.

R1,027.22 (incl. VAT)

5-43

Big Bang
Big Bang has eye catching images, stimulating movement and crazy sound effects and
music to match! It grabs the user's attention and encourages interaction with the
computer. Visual and auditory stimulation, visual tracking and more...

- Big Bang Action has explosive animated fireworks, flying bubbles and stars, and wiggling
worms.
- Build up the action gradually by pressing a switch, with Big Bang Builds.
- See crazy objects moving around the screen in Big Bang Movement.
- Simply change the colour of the screen with Big Bang Colour.
- Animations and picture builds can be played in different ways to suit the learner.
- Use switch, keyboard, touch screen or mouse.

5-15

Big Bang Pictures
Big Bang Pictures has twenty animated pictures of everyday objects displayed in only two
colours, for maximum visual effect. Big Bang Pictures can also be used at an experiential
level, to encourage looking and listening.

- The eye-catching animations have been designed with three levels of visual complexity
together with colour options, following consultation with colleagues in the VI service.
- Includes exciting music and sound effects.
- Configurable options allow you to meet individual needs.

5-15, 5-36

First introduced in 1993, Boardmaker Version 6 is the oldest, most widely used software in the
assistive technology and special education world. Used by millions of SLPs and teachers
around the world in more than 15 languages, v6 is widely considered to be the essential
tool for day-to-day creation of visual supports for students with disabilities.

- Contains, in addition to Boardmaker v.6.0, Adennum 2000-2012. This additional package
contains over 7,000 unique symbols and is a comprehensive extension of the existing 4,500
symbols.
- Required for using PODD software (see item 5-12 or 5-13).

R4,484.49 (incl. VAT)

5-07, 5-14

SiteSingle User 5 User
R2,779.39 (incl. VAT) R4,234.11 (incl. VAT)R1,567.92 (incl. VAT)

SiteSingle User 5 User
R2,779.39 (incl. VAT) R4,234.11 (incl. VAT)R1,567.92 (incl. VAT)

Boardmaker Plus V6 Windows

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!



Work more creatively and efficiently with the world’s leading symbol-based solution. Tap into
a trove of ready-made communication materials or create your own from scratch, with
access to over 50,000 PCS® (Picture Communication Symbols).

Support learning, communication and behavioural needs in the classroom, therapy room,
clinic, or home. Access easy-to-print materials for learners of all ages. Enjoy
an intuitive interface with built-in editing, templates and advanced
search. Import saved material from older Boardmaker versions.

Compatible with Windows, Mac and Chromebook.

Available as a one-time purchase including one license useable on
a maximum of two devices (not concurrently).

R5,407.21 (incl. VAT)

5-07

Boardmaker w/SD Pro V6 Windows
Boardmaker with Speaking Dynamically Pro builds on the power of Boardmaker Plus! with
features like natural sounding voices, word prediction and more! Designed for individuals
challenged by significant speech or language disabilities, Boardmaker with Speaking
Dynamically Pro transforms any computer into a speech output device and powerful
student learning tool.

R10,023.18 (incl. VAT)

5-08

Bric-a-Brac Basic Skills
The Bric-a-Brac series is designed to provide a selection of fun activities for children to
practice and develop important basic skills. This single CD, Basic Skills compilation, includes
four titles - Matching, Sorting, Thinking and Identifying.

- Suitable for for pre-school children, infants or those with special educational needs.
- Each title features an easy-to-use, fully narrated interface.
- Clear and attractive images are used.
- Each product is switch accessible.
- Each title incorporates an extensive teacher's section.

5-46

Captain Conrad's Space Adventure
An fun mix of topics including English, Maths, ICT skills; logic; reasoning, art, music and much
more all crammed into one interglactic title! Join Captain Conrad as he travels from planet
to planet developing a multitude of skills along the way!

- Each activity is specially designed to work on a particular skill in this wonderful title.
- Fully narrated throughout and great for unsupervised use.
- Exciting animations, sound effects, songs and video.
- Covers core topics and helps children to develop important basic skills.

5-46, 5-48

Boardmaker 7

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R4,048.66 (incl. VAT) R6,003.15 (incl. VAT)R1,115.13 (incl. VAT) R2,092.97 (incl. VAT)

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)

New!
Model

Replacement

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!



Create personalised learning materials that can be used in your classroom and with
individual pupils in minutes with ChooseIt! Maker 3. ChooseIt! Maker 3 allows you to easily
turn photographs, symbols, text and sounds into:

- Cause and effect activities
- Question and answer activities
- Games
- Quizzes and more
- Chooseit! Maker 3 is only available as an online subscription.
- Teaser trailer for ChooseIt! Maker 3 http://tinyurl.com/chooseitmaker3

5-39

ChooseIt! Ready Mades - All 5 Science Titles
These easy-to-use CD's provide a comprehensive range of revision activities that cover the
science curriculum at Key Stage 1 and 2. Ideal for individual use and for group use on an
interactive whiteboard or plasma screen.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Titles include: Materials, Foundation Living Things, Forces and Electricity, Living Things &
Light, Sound, and Space.

5-45

ChooseIt! Ready Mades - All 8 Literacy Titles
These easy-to-use CD's provide a comprehensive range of revision activities that cover
literacy skills. Ideal for individual use and for group use on an interactive whiteboard or
plasma screen.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Titles include: Everyday Words, Tricky High Frequency Words, Initial Sounds, Initial Letters,
Initial Blends: Sounds, Initial Blends: Letters, Listening Skills and Alphabet.

5-10, 5-43

ChooseIt! Ready Mades - All 8 Numeracy Titles
These easy-to-use CD's provide a comprehensive range of revision activities that cover a
ramge of numeracy skills. Ideal for individual use and for group use on an interactive
whiteboard or plasma screen.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Titles included: Early Number, Number 0-5, Number 5-10, Number 0-100, Foundation Shape,
Space, & Measure, Key Stage 1 Shape, Space, & Measure, Money, Time

5-39, 5-44

ChooseIt! Maker 3 Subscription (12 months)

5 UserSingle User Site
R3,092.49 (incl. VAT) R4,242.54 (incl. VAT)R1,926.79 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R6,819.62 (incl. VAT) R14,141.41 (incl. VAT)R3,398.37 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R11,381.29 (incl. VAT) R21,646.25 (incl. VAT)R5,450.40 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R11,381.29 (incl. VAT) R21,646.25 (incl. VAT)R5,450.40 (incl. VAT)



ChooseIt! Ready Mades Literacy Alphabet
Over 40 activities focus on learning the names of the 26 letters (rather than their phonic
sounds) and on dictionary skills. Includes distinguishing letters from other symbols through to
sorting whole words alphabetically.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-10, 5-43

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Literacy Everyday Words
Provides practice in recognising, hearing, matching, reading and spelling everyday words
for colour, number, days of the week, months and seasons. Over 550 individual pages of
activities.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-43

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Literacy Initial Blends Letters
Covers matching and recognition of written blends. Common blends are covered, both
individually and in pairs. With several motivating round-up activities.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-10, 5-43

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Literacy Initial Blends Sounds
This CD covers the sounds of the 26 most common initial consonant blends. One activity for
each of ch, sh, th, qu and tr. A further 13 activities introduce more blends in pairs (eg: for 'bl'
and 'cl' together).
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-43

5 UserSingle User Site
R1,572.74 (incl. VAT) R3,625.97 (incl. VAT)R775.53 (incl. VAT)
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ChooseIt! Ready Mades Literacy Initial Letters
Covers the sounds of the 26 letters, both individually and spoken at the beginning of words.
There is one activity for each letter, with five extra activities for each of the long vowel
sounds. A choice of round-up activities includes VC and CVC blending.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-10, 5-43

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Literacy Initial Sounds
Covers the sounds of the 26 letters, both individually spoken and spoken at the beginning of
words. There is one activity for each letter, with five extra activities for each of the long
vowel sounds. A choice of round-up activities includes VC and CVC blending.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-10, 5-43

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Literacy Listening Skills
Practise matching and identifying environmental sounds, vocal utterances, musical
instruments, music styles, nursery rhymes, simple instructions, sequencing sounds, counting
syllables, rhyming and alliteration.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-43

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Literacy Tricky High Frequency Word
Multiple choice activities to practice recognition of tricky high frequency words that are
difficult to learn to read and spell. Covers Reception and Years 1 and 2 word lists. Over 600
pages of activities.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-43

5 UserSingle User Site
R1,572.74 (incl. VAT) R3,625.97 (incl. VAT)R775.53 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R1,572.74 (incl. VAT) R3,625.97 (incl. VAT)R775.53 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R1,572.74 (incl. VAT) R3,625.97 (incl. VAT)R775.53 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R1,572.74 (incl. VAT) R3,625.97 (incl. VAT)R775.53 (incl. VAT)



ChooseIt! Ready Mades Numeracy Early Number
32 Activities designed to give pupils revision in the knowledge learnt in practical lessons
about numbers one to three. A fun 'monkey story' game on the CD adds to the motivation.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-39, 5-44

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Numeracy Foundation Shape, Space & Measure
These 25 activities cover colour, 2D and 3D shape, positional words, opposites, sequencing
shapes and time awareness (non-clock time). They map directly to the Foundation Stage
targets and P-Level descriptors.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.

5-39, 5-44

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Numeracy Key Stage Shape, Space & Measure
Includes 21 activities covering matching and recognition of geometric 2D and 3D shapes,
sequencing shapes, counting sides, nets, weight, length, capacity, and planes and
symmetry. Directly supports all areas of the NNS at KS1.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.

5-39, 5-44

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Numeracy Number 0-100
This CD has 23 activities based around the 100 square, covering more than, less than,
counting in 2s, 5s, 10s etc., number bonds in 10s and doubling.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-39, 5-44

5 UserSingle User Site
R1,572.74 (incl. VAT) R3,625.97 (incl. VAT)R775.53 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R1,572.74 (incl. VAT) R3,625.97 (incl. VAT)R775.53 (incl. VAT)
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R1,572.74 (incl. VAT) R3,625.97 (incl. VAT)R775.53 (incl. VAT)



ChooseIt! Ready Mades Numeracy Number 0-5
This CD has 21 graded activities covering comparison of quantity, counting sets of objects,
counting on (rote counting), counting back, numeral recognition and matching sets to
numerals. They map directly to the Foundation Stage targets and P-Level descriptors.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-39, 5-44

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Numeracy Number 5-10
23 Graded activities covering odd one out sets, counting sets, counting on (rote counting),
numeral recognition, more than, less than and simple addition up to 10.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-39, 5-44

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Numeracy Time
24 Activities around time, from times on-the-hour up to counting on and back in units of 5
minutes, and everything in between. Many activities give you a choice of analogue or
digital clocks. Includes an activity on weeks, months and seasons.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.
- Ideal for pupils at the Foundation Stage and KS1 as well as those with special needs who
need extra practice.

5-39, 5-44

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Science - Forces and Electricity
The Physical processes area from the Science National Curriculum document at Key Stage
1 and 2 is divided into two CDs. This CD has 30 graded activities covering electricity and
forces.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.

5-45

5 UserSingle User Site
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ChooseIt! Ready Mades Science - Foundation Living Things
This CD comprises 32 simple activities which introduce the topics of human beings, animals
and plants as well as the world around us. These map directly to the Foundation Stage
targets.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.

5-45

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Science - Light, Sound and Space
The 31 activities on this CD cover the topics of Earth and Space and Light and Sound. The
activities on Space have been extended into KS3 to give a wider breadth of knowledge to
the pupilís interest in this popular area of science.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.

5-45

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Science - Living Things
On this CD there are 38 slightly harder activities which develop the knowledge gained from
the previous CD for Life Processes and Living Things and maps directly to Key Stage 1 and 2
of the Science National Curriculum.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.

5-45

ChooseIt! Ready Mades Science - Materials
These 30 activities look at materials from everyday life and their properties and cover both
the Foundation and Key Stages 1 and 2 of the Science National Curriculum.
- Each activity has a graded sequence of 20 to 40 simply presented multiple-choice
questions, which are structured using a positive reinforcement strategy.
- Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with music and spoken
reinforcement.
- Full speech support and switch access options provide access to learning by almost all
students.
- Includes simple performance reporting, so you can record student progress.

5-45
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ChooseIt! Ready-Mades Software Suite SA (Site Licence)
A software package containing all 21 ChooseIt! Ready-Mades titles, including Literacy,
Numeracy and Science themes.

- Literacy titles: Everyday Words, Tricky High Frequency Words, Initial Sounds, Initial Letters,
Initial Blends: Sounds, Initial Blends: Letters, Listening Skills and Alphabet.
- Numeracy titles: Early Number, Number 0-5, Number 5-10, Number 0-100, Foundation
Shape, Space, & Measure, Key Stage 1 Shape, Space, & Measure, Money, Time
- Science titles: Materials, Foundation Living Things, Forces and Electricity, Living Things &
Light, Sound, and Space.

R36,922.06 (incl. VAT)

5-10/39/43-4-5

ClaroRead is a highly effective, multi-sensory software solution for reading and writing
support. Designed for all ages and abilities, ClaroRead aids concentration and increases
confidence.

- Can speak any on-screen text out loud, integrated with Microsoft Word.
- Scanned books and documents are also read back with complete clarity.
- A wide range of visual tools are included to colour, highlight, and focus on text as it is
spoken by the computer.
- Improves written accuracy with an enhanced spell check, homophone check, thesaurus,
speaking dictionary.
- Words can be spoken back as they are typed.
- Includes ScreenRuler and ClaroView.

5-06, 5-38

Grid 3 has thousands of features that makes it the benchmark for AAC software and the
next generation of communication aids. Grid 3 is so simple to use. Swipe, drag and tap to
open, close and manage your grid sets in the Grid Explorer, which is accessible to users,
allowing them to change grid sets independently.

- An updated and extended Symbol Talker to create a 4-stage progression from early
communication right through to literacy.
- Making changes to grids is really straightforward. Our new editing interface uses a Ribbon,
that will be immediately comfortable for anyone who has used Microsoft Office.
- It is entirely touch-friendly, so you don’t need to carry a keyboard or mouse with your
communication aid.
- Many of our users have a team of people that support them. Our Remote Editing feature
allows AAC user’s to give people remote access to edit their grids.

R9,971.12 (incl. VAT)

5-02/03/04

The first ever collection of 54 fun and engaging interactive activities specially created to
teach early eye gaze access and develop choice making skills. This collection takes
children on the learning curve from assessment and cause and effect understanding
through to using eye gaze for communication, learning and leisure.

- Can be used by teachers and therapists as an assessment tool to determine visual skills
and potential use of eye gaze and as a progressive teaching tool that provides structure
and lots of opportunities for practice at each level.
- All children on their first steps with eye gaze can use these activities to improve their
accuracy and understanding of eye gaze in preparation for using other communication
and learning software.

R9,750.75 (incl. VAT)

5-35

ClaroRead Plus

Single User Site Licence for School
R36,230.82 (incl. VAT)

Grid 3 Communication Software (Single User)

Inclusive Eye Gaze Learning Curve - All 3 Titles (Single User)

R3,610.32 (incl. VAT)



The software reads the books aloud with highlighted text and lets students click on any
word for identification.

- Features 16 books, picture-to-picture and picture-to-word matching exercises with a
speech recording option.
- An easy-to- use management system lets you select books for each student and stores
student performance results.
- Windows only; touch screen and switch accessible.

R3,125.01 (incl. VAT)

5-43

IT Mouse Skills
A series of activities specially designed to teach mouse skills in an entertaining and visually
appealing atmosphere. Learners are taken stage by stage through the many applications
of the mouse. Introductions to each activity are provided and the successful completion of
a task is met with a range of pleasing rewards.

- Move the mouse over an object, drag and drop, drag along a path and the use of drop-
down menus are all represented.
- Various clicking activities can be found such as clicking anywhere, click timing and
double clicking.
- Many games options are configurable, such as the complexity of the task.
- Colours, sound effects and background music may be similarly customised.

R1,026.01 (incl. VAT)

5-42

Let's Go To The Seaside
Let's Go To The Seaside is a delightful onscreen story book with decision making activities
and animations to link the story together. Each page has a limited number of things to click
on, making it easy for those learning switch scanning skills. It covers staying safe in the sun
and picking up litter. Learn a simple sequence by making an on-screen sandwich.

Useful for:
- Encouraging the discussion of preferences and promotes life skills.
- Development of early reading skills.
- Matching sizes and colour.
- Recognition of patterns.

5-46

Let's Go To Town
Let's Go To Town is designed to promote decision making and encourage discussion of the
real-life activity at a basic level. The story and presentation has been aimed at students of
all ages, principally with severe learning difficulties and/or little reading ability. Suitable for
young children as well. The characters in the story interact with the user to help overcome
any reluctance to engage with the computer and to motivate them to explore the various
scenes. The story and presentation has been aimed at students of all ages, principally with
severe learning difficulties and/or little reading ability. Suitable for young children as well.

Useful for:
- Gaining an understanding of sequences or events.
- Developing early reading skills.
- Practice in the use of a mouse, keyboard, switch, touch monitor, joystick or interactive
whiteboard.

5-46

Interactive Reading Library 1 & 2 Software (Single User)

Single User Additional Activation

R273.36 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R1,345.14 (incl. VAT) R2,485.56 (incl. VAT) R3,854.78 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R2,485.56 (incl. VAT) R3,854.78 (incl. VAT)R1,345.14 (incl. VAT)



Look to Learn includes 40 activities designed for people starting out with eye gaze
technology. The activities have been created to provide a fun way to improve access and
choice making skills. Each activity develops a different skill, ranging from early cause and
effect through to accurate eye gaze control. The software has been created in
consultation with teachers and therapists and provides the tools needed for assessment.

- Divided into sections to develop different skills, all in preparation for using communication
software.
- Sensory - Designed to teach cause and effect
- Explore - Encourages the user to engage with the whole screen
- Target - Helps improve accuracy of eye gaze accuracy
- Choose - Develops choice making skills
- Control - Fine tunes eye gaze access

R7,546.98 (incl. VAT)

5-35

A collection of 26 activities designed for children and adults starting out with eye gaze.
Available as an expansion pack for Look to Learn, this software focuses on interactive
scenes, music and sound as well as eye gaze skills.

- Each activity is designed to develop a different skill required for eye gaze access.
- With customisable content and a built in analysis tool, your will soon discover the true
potential of the user.
- Interactive visual scenes illustrate cause and effect by exploring scenes that are full of
engaging interactions.
- Listen and perform with a variety of musical and sound based activities, from beating the
drums to strumming the guitar.
- Unique tasks designed to help improve eye gaze accuracy teach and improve targeting,
dwelling clicking and exploring the screen.
- Created in conjunction with teachers and therapists.
- Track progress with the analysis tool.

R11,269.80 (incl. VAT)

5-35

Look to Read enables children with disabilities to experience and enjoy books
independently. Everyone can enjoy Look to Read as part of their literacy journey – whether
you are just starting out or already have some literacy skills. Each book is fully accessible,
with exciting content and learning activities to support you at every stage.

- Look to Read is suitable for AAC learners at any stage in their literacy journey, including
those who are:Understanding cause and effect and developing access skills.
- Explore books independently for the first time.
Recognise sounds and letters, and develop early literacy.
- Suitable for eye gaze, switch and touch access.

R7,546.98 (incl. VAT)

5-10

Matrix Maker Plus is an intuitive, easy to use program for producing a wide variety of printed
picture resources.

- Matrix Maker Plus has been specifically designed to be the simplest and most affordable
software for making communication overlays and educational resources.
- With an easy to use intuitive interface, you can start creating and printing straight away.

5-09, 5-14

Look to Learn Software (Single User)

Look to Learn with Scenes and Sounds Software (Single User)

Look to Read (Single User)

Matrix Maker Plus

1-4 Users (price per User)
R3,854.78 (incl. VAT)

5+ Users (price per User)
R2,941.96 (incl. VAT)



Paws Explores Electricity and Light
This exciting title in the Paws Explore series covers the themes of 'Using electricity', 'Circuits
and conductors' and 'Light and shadows' with a selection of fun activities. With the Paws
Explore duo (a friendly cat and dog), the player can choose from three levels of difficulty in
each activity.
- An interactive whiteboard section, with a wealth of pre-designed screens encourages
class learning, along with a wide selection of printable worksheets.
- Player's progress can be recorded in the extensive teacher's section, whilst the title is fully
narrated and suitable for unsupervised use.
- Covers creating simple electric circuits, exploring the conductivity of different materials,
understanding different ways of changing a bulb's brightness and using switches, shadows
and how shadows created by the sun can change throughout the day.

5-45

Paws Explores Fractions
This title allows children to develop and practice the topic of fractions through a selection
of fun activities. With the Paws Explore duo (a friendly cat and dog), the player can choose
from three levels of difficulty in each activity.
- An interactive whiteboard section, with a wealth of pre-designed screens encourages
class learning, along with a wide selection of printable worksheets.
- Player's progress can be recorded in the extensive teacher's section, whilst the title is fully
narrated and suitable for unsupervised use.
- Covers recognising and identifying fractions of object and numbers, matching fractions
with pictures, matching equivalent fractions and creating fractions by dividing objects.

5-39

Paws Explores Multiplication
This title allows children to develop their multiplication skills through a selection of fun
activities. With the Paws Explore duo (a friendly cat and dog), the player can choose from
three levels of difficulty in each activity.
- An interactive whiteboard section, with a wealth of pre-designed screens ecourages class
learning, along with a wide selecton of printable worksheets.
- Player's progress can be recorded in the extensive teacher's section, whilst the title is fully
narrated and suitable for unsupervised use.
- Covers the topic of multiplication in several different ways, uses the relevant vocabulary to
enable the player to test their general multiplication skills, rapid recall of multiplication facts
and begin to understand the relationship between multiplication and addition/division.

5-39

Paws Explores Numbers
This title allows children to develop and practice their number skills through a selection of
fun activities. With the Paws Explore duo (a friendly cat and dog), the player can choose
from three levels of difficulty in each activity.
- An interactive whiteboard section, with a wealth of pre-designed screens ecourages class
learning, along with a wide selecton of printable worksheets.
- Player's progress can be recorded in the extensive teacher's section, whilst the title is fully
narrated and suitable for unsupervised use.
- Covers counting on, counting back, rounding off, estimating, place value and number
sequences.

5-39, 5-44

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)
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Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)



Paws Explores Symmetry
This title allows children to explore the topic of symmetry through a selection of fun
activities. With the Paws Explore duo (a friendly cat and dog), the player can choose from
three levels of difficulty in each activity.
- An interactive whiteboard section, with a wealth of pre-designed screens encourages
class learning, along with a wide selection of printable worksheets.
- Player's progress can be recorded in the extensive teacher's section, whilst the title is fully
narrated and suitable for unsupervised use.
- Covers recognising and creating one/two lines of symmetry, sorting images according to
lines of symmetry and making/completing symmetrical patterns and pictures.

5-39

Percy Gets Measuring
Join Percy the caterpillar and explore the subject of measurement in this game that
includes a wealth of activities for children at Key Stage 1. In the usual, clear and clutter-free
Percy style, this title introduces the topics of length, capcity and weight in a selection of
interesting activities.
- Children can practice using a set of balances on-screen to compare and match weights.
Length is explored with activities involving measuring and comparison (using standard and
non-standard units), whilst the activities on capacity also use standard and non-standard
units.
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-45

Percy Has Fun With Science
Join Percy the caterpillar and explore the topic of science in this game that includes a
wealth of activities for children at Key Stage 1. In the usual, clear and clutter-free Percy
style, this title covers the main areas of life processes, materials and their properties and
physical processes.
- Topics include electric circuits, magnets, the properties of materials, forces, changing
shapes, natural and man-made materials, food, plants and differences & similarities.
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-45

Percy Makes Thinking Fun
Join Percy the caterpillar as he presents a selection of fun activities to help children extend
their visual perception and picture matching skills. In the usual, clear and clutter-free Percy
style, this title enables the children to practise sequencing, grouping, sorting and other
activities that make them think.
- Activities include putting puzzles back together, accurately copying patterns, using
picture dominoes, sorting images and matching two halves of a picture.
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-46

Single User 5 User 20 User Site
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Percy Teaches Maths
Join Percy the caterpillar as he encourages children to build a solid foundation in early
mathematics through a range of exciting activities and games. In the usual, clear and
clutter-free Percy style, this title helps to consolidate the skills of counting, grouping,
comparison, sequences , simple addition, subtraction and number recognition.
- Activities involve simple sums using both numbers and pictures, dividing objects into sets,
comparing objects of different sizes and sorting them into sequences.
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-39, 5-44

Percy's Alphabet Workshop
Join Percy the caterpillar and explore the letters and sounds of the of the alphabet and
learn how to recognise objects that start with the same letter in a variety of games that
cover graphemes, phonemes and the pronunciation and spelling of simple words. In the
usual, clear and clutter-free Percy style, this title encourages children to recognise the
letters of the alphabet and begin to read a variety of words.
- Activities include choosing the correct letter for the objects displayed, matching sounds
with letters and deciding which letter is missing from simple words.
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-10, 5-43

Percy's Art Box
Join Percy the caterpillar and get creative with the exciting activities and tools in this
package for young children. The art box activity provides a selection of simple drawing and
painting tools to encourage children to be creative. In the usual, clear and clutter-free
Percy style, children can also practice colouring on the computer and painting by
numbers.
- The collage tool makes it easy to create pictures with shapes and images.
- The activities included encourage children to begin to recognise colour names.
- All images can be printed.
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-46

Percy's Computer Club
Join Percy the caterpillar as he helps children to get to grips with the basics of using a
computer through a range of exciting activities and games. In the usual, clear and clutter-
free Percy style, this title helos children to improve basic computer skills and knowledge.
- Activities cover basic skills of mouse control, clicking, double clicking and dragging can
be practised, along with using the keyboard. In addition, an illustrated animation
demonstrates different parts of the computer.
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-40, 5-42

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)



Percy's Music Club
Join Percy the caterpillar and explore some of the many elements of music with the
exciting activities and games. In the usual, clear and clutter-free Percy style, the activites
cover the topics of pitch, duration, tempo and dynamics.
- Features both an on-screen keyboard and activity for children to compose music, which
can be recorded and played
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-46

Percy's Picture Puzzles
Join Percy the caterpillar in a selection of simple yet exciting games packed with colourful
photographs, interesting sound effects and spoken instructions. In the usual, clear and
clutter-free Percy style, this title enables the children to develop their visual percepton and
picture recognition skills
- Activities included ask the children to react quickly in recognising two pictures that match
exactly, spot pictures that are the 'odd one out' and find the picture that fits into the
required shape. Also included is a set of simple jigsaw puzzles to complete and an activity
requiring the user to match parts of a picture.
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-46

Percy's Skills Builder
Join Percy the caterpillar and explore the themes of memory, observation and listening skills
in this game that includes a wealth of activities for children. In the usual, clear and clutter-
free Percy style, this title encourages children to develop mental, visual and listening skills.
- Activities encourage children to memorise patterns, identify sounds, observe objects and
match pictures.
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-46

Percy's World Of Numbers
Join Percy the caterpillar as he encourages children to develop their counting and number
recogition skills through a range of exciting activities and games. In the usual, clear and
clutter-free Percy style, this title covers the themes of counting, comparing numbers,
sequencing numbers and ordinal numbers.
- An animated on-screen number book, introduces the user to numbers up to 20 and
recognising numbers.
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-39, 5-44

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)



Percy's World Of Words
Join Percy the caterpillar as he encourages children to develop word and phonic skills with
exciting activities and games. In the usual, clear and clutter-free Percy style, this title
encourages children to develop literacy and learning skills.
- Topics include spelling, rhyming words and a variety of phonics such as initial & final
phonemes and blends.
- Add your own words, spelling lists and speech - ideal for extra practice.
- Narrated throughout for easy unsupervised use.
- Three levels of difficulty allow the user to adapt the activities and tools available.
- Includes an extensive teacher's section with resources such as printable worksheets and
cerificates.

5-43

Phonic Word Builder
Visit the Phonic Factory, where children are encouraged to use a selection of machines to
assist with the learning of phonic skills, reading, spelling and sentence building.
- This program is divided into sections with bright and colourful interactive screens, where
the child is motivated to construct words using the wide vocabulary included, for teaching
phonics, as well as completing simple sentences.
- Ideal for Key Stages 1 and 2, spoken instructions are included throughout making this
software suitable for unsupervised use.
- The activities used can be fully customised, allowing the teacher to easily build sets of
words suitable for an individual child or class.
- Great for independent use.
- Create your own word lists to help spelling.
- Fun games, with bright and colourful screens.

5-10, 5-43

The resource provides templates to create a range of PODD communication books
designed for children who use direct pointing with a whole hand, finger or pointer.
The 3 x CD-Rom set includes:
- A full version of the book titled Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display communication.
- Templates for fourteen different PODD communication books from simple early functions
to complex syntax. These templates can be viewed and customised using Boardmaker.
- Construction files providing specific instructions for printing and constructing each
communication book.
- Each set of templates includes an information file providing a detailed description for that
communication book’s language, page layout, vocabulary organisation and navigation
pathways.
*Requires Boardmaker Plus v6 - not compatible with Boardmaker 7.

R5,325.16 (incl. VAT)

5-12

A new version of Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display (PODD) offering an alternative
method of access. This software helps create a wide range of communication books to suit
varying communication, language and sensory requirements.

These PODD Alternative Access templates are designed for individuals who have physical
challenges directly pointing to sufficient symbols to meet their communication and
language requirements.

Included in this resource are templates to make 22 different Alternative Access PODD
communication books with a range of vocabulary and language complexity for individuals
to use: Direct eye-gaze access; Partner-assisted visual scanning access; Eye-gaze plus
partner-assisted visual scanning combination access; Direct pointing plus partner-assisted
visual scanning combination access.

*Requires Boardmaker Plus v6 - not compatible with Boardmaker 7.

R5,325.16 (incl. VAT)

5-13

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)

PODD (Pragmatic Organization Dynamic Display Communication) CD

PODD Alternative Access (A4 Version) CD



Qfrency Banele - isiNdebele Male Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech isiNdebele male voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Bennie - Afrikaans Male Child Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech Afrikaans male child voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Candice - SA English Female Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech SA English Female voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Kamohelo - Sesotho Female Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech Sesotho female voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

1-4 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT)

5-9 Users (price per User)

R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT)

50+ Users (price per User)

R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)



Qfrency Kobus - Afrikaans Male Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech Afrikaans Male voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Lethabo - Setswana Female Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech Setswana female voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Lindiwe - isiZulu Female Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech isiZulu female voice. It is compatible
with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and select it from
the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the excellent
local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Maryna - Afrikaans Female Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech Afrikaans female voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)



Qfrency Mmapitsi - Sepedi Female Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech Sepedi female voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Rabelani - Tshivenda Male Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech Tshivenda Male voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Sifiso - isiZulu Male Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech isiZulu male voice. It is compatible
with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and select it from
the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the excellent
local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Temaswati - SiSwati Female Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech Siswati female voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)



Qfrency Tim - SA English Male Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech SA English male voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Tshepo - Sepedi Male Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech Sepedi male voice. It is compatible
with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and select it from
the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the excellent
local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Vuyo - isiXhosa Male Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech isiXhosa male voice. It is compatible
with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and select it from
the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the excellent
local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

Qfrency Xitsonga - Sasekani Female Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech Sasekani female voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)



Qfrency Zoleka - isiXhosa Female Voice - Single User Licence
This is a locally developed, high quality, text-to-speech isiXhosa female voice. It is
compatible with most SAPI speech generating software titles. Simply install the voice, and
select it from the available options in your software. Select or type your text and listen to the
excellent local pronunciation of speech.

Examples of compatible titles include:
- Educational software and screen readers (Magic, JAWS, Clicker 7)
- Communication software (Communicator 5 and Grid 3)
- Dictation and dyslexia support software (Claro Read, Dragon Naturally Speaking,
PenFriend) and many more.

5-11

The Sensory Eye FX apps help early eyegaze users at the beginnig of the eyegae learning
curve to learn eye control without risk of failure, and without a requirement for precise
calibration.

- Highly motiviating and enjoyable.
- Valuable part of an assessment or eye gaze introduction toolkit.
- Computer graphics card must support Direct X 11.

R16,488.48 (incl. VAT)

5-36

Show Me Math Software
Show Me Math is for students who do not understand the basic relationship between
computation and concrete representation. Focuses on the four operations of arithmetic:
Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, using no number greater than twenty.

- Each math problem is illustrated with an animated movie.
- Assessments evaluate student progress with detailed record keeping to help you write IEPs.
- The instructional module helps students visualise math problems. Users can select answers
on the keyboard, or by clicking on a number.
- The student can choose the "Show Me!" option, where the answer is illustrated with a short
animated movie.
- Choose from four animated characters; sheep, ants, beans and ping-pong balls.
- Show Me Math is appropriate for any age.
- 3 installs per license

5-39, 5-44

Snap + Core First for Windows. Unlimited access to Snap + Core First, the pinnacle in symbol-
based communication software for symbol-supported communicators! Get started with
communication instantly - and continue evolving.

- This product option contains the full version, without any time limitations!
- A free trial version of Snap + Core First is available for Windows 10.
- Combine with a free MyTobiiDynavox.com account for access to additional resources
and unique voices.
- E-mail delivery of licence code.

R952.60 (incl. VAT)

5-01

1-4 Users (price per User) 5-9 Users (price per User)

R419.87 (incl. VAT) R399.99 (incl. VAT)

10-49 Users (price per User) 50+ Users (price per User)

R377.76 (incl. VAT) R352.03 (incl. VAT)

Sensory Guru EyeFX Software (Single User)

Single User 5 User 20 User
R1,919.32 (incl. VAT) R6,770.24 (incl. VAT) R17,928.71 (incl. VAT)

Snap + Core First (Single User)



Splash! All Ages Combined
A Value bundle which includes Splash! Primary and Secondary is a flexible tool that enables
learners with a wide range of abilities to create accurate illustrations for Maths and
Science.

- Splash! forms an accessible work space allowing students to carry out Maths, Science and
drawing activities.
- Features full keyboard access, pointer only access or mixed mode control.
- Splash! Primary is aimed at Foundation phase, while Secondary comes with lots of easy-to-
use resources for Maths and Science up to approximately Intermediate phase.
- These resources illustrate the huge range and diversity of activities and features that
Splash! offers children ages 4 to 16 and older.

5-39, 5-44

Switch Skills 1
This collection of easy switch timing activities is fun for all ages.

- Racing cars: press when you see a car, to make it race.
- Gorilla: press when you see the fruit.
- Soccer Shoot: press to kick the ball.
- Ready Steady Go: press when the traffic light turns green and you hear "Go!"
- Catch the Crocs: press your switch when you see a crocodile. Can you get all six?
- Monster House: an introduction to switch scanning. Choose a door and press to see if a
monster is inside.
- Sunflower: press when the bee reaches the middle of the flower.

5-15

Switch Skills 2
Twenty activities at an elementary level. Press your switch or the touch screen when a big,
bright object appears, and see an animated reward. Exciting music promotes interest.
Higher level activities require more visual discrimination, although most can still be played
successfully by those with severe visual impairment.

- Configurable options allow you to meet individual needs or develop learners' skills in small
steps.
- Four activities provide opportunities for creative and experimental play by early switch
users, e.g. the Spray Can zigzags over a wall and sprays paint when you press your switch.
- Topics range widely and should appeal to a wide range of ages.

5-15

Switch Skills 3
Sixteen activities at a higher level than Switch Skills 2. These activities consist of both error
free games and games that require good switch timing skills. These games work towards
developing an understanding of switch scanning. The first activity is Splat the Clowns -
watch a clown move across the screen and throw a custard pie at him when he reaches
the middle. Other games of a similar nature have themes appropriate for older learners.

- Options are provided so you can control the level of difficulty in small steps.
- Two simple video games are provided at the end for learners who have grasped the
concept of switch timing but need more practice.

5-15

5 UserSingle User Site
R4,801.31 (incl. VAT) R11,750.99 (incl. VAT) R20,314.36 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R1,567.92 (incl. VAT) R2,779.39 (incl. VAT) R4,234.11 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R2,779.39 (incl. VAT) R4,234.11 (incl. VAT)R1,567.92 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R2,779.39 (incl. VAT) R4,234.11 (incl. VAT)R1,567.92 (incl. VAT)



Switch Skills Champions
Every child can be a champion with these fun games that help develop switch timing skills.
Try basketball, volleyball, boccia, ice hockey or hurdles. It includes a simple training activity
for early learners. Just wait for a player to appear on the screen, then press your switch to
win a medal.

- Change the difficulty level for each player.
- The program features five sports that are included in the Olympics or Paralympics.
- For one or two players - useful for developing turn taking skills.

5-15

Switch Skills for Two Set 1
This CD contains 16 activities in carefully graded sections. In the 'Two Objects' section,
choose to press the left switch (or space bar) to make the ballerina dance beautifully or
the right switch to let the monster do his crazy dance. Or in 'Interacting Objects', choose to
control a frying pan to try to hit the gopher. There are spacemen to jump into rockets and
blast off, basketball players to help shoot baskets, a crocodile to be woken up and fed,
musicians to allow to show off and much more.

- It provides an accessible environment to encourage the learner to move beyond the
stage of cause and effect.
- Thinking, experimenting, observing and interacting are encouraged by providing simple
activities that delight and engage.

5-15

Switch Skills for Two Set 2
Eleven more activities for experimenting and progressing towards effective scanning skills.

- Build Up promotes the use of one switch to add items to the screen, with the second
switch used to start the action or watch the animated reward. -Build a tin can tower and
knock it down, make a rocket and launch it, blow up a balloon until it pops, or sit the
children on the roller coaster and start the action.
- Move and Get activities are designed to move learners towards the skills required to use,
for example, a scanning communicator.
- Activities include loading rates onto trucks, feeding the croc, bop more gophers on the
head, give the ballerina different dancing partners and passing the ball along a line of
basketball players to shoot.

5-15

Switch Skills Scanning
The activities focus on developing switch scanning skills and are split into 5 sections with
increasing levels of skill and complexity in very small steps.

- Begins with free-choice activities that allow experimental play. More demanding tasks
with specific targets are then introduced.
- The CD features a wide range of themes, including music groups, rockets, a funfair, trains,
farm, Treasure Island, and more!

5-16

5 UserSingle User Site
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SwitchIt! Christmas Extra
This program helps learners to increase their ability to use switches and to demonstrate an
understanding of language concepts. In addition, it helps stimulate and encourage
movement and hand function, develop visual skills, and provide learners with access to a
range of learning situations - particularly those limited in physical movement who cannot
access traditional methods.

- SwitchIt! Christmas Extra can be used in 3 different ways:
Event Sequences: 12 little animations each based upon a simple theme such as decorating
the christmas tree. Each sequence has 5 steps, carefully chosen to maximise speaking and
listening.
- Picture Building: build pictures and see them animate, or use the one-step option for basic
cause and effect.
- Flash Cards: flip through a selection of large pictures that relate to the theme.

5-17

SwitchIt! Dinosaurs Extra
This program helps learners to increase their ability to use switches and to demonstrate an
understanding of language concepts. In addition, it helps stimulate and encourage
movement and hand function, develop visual skills, and provide learners with access to a
range of learning situations - particularly those limited in physical movement who cannot
access traditional methods.

- Encounter lots of fascinating creatures in this motivating addition to the SwitchIt! series.
- Look at the dinosaurs behaviour, their habitat and how they hunt or forage.
- This accessible program has exciting encounters with a variety of prehistoric animals.

5-17

SwitchIt! Farm Extra
This program helps learners to increase their ability to use switches and to demonstrate an
understanding of language concepts. In addition, it helps stimulate and encourage
movement and hand function, develop visual skills, and provide learners with access to a
range of learning situations - particularly those limited in physical movement who cannot
access traditional methods.

- Find out about farm animals, their young and where they live. Also look at the jobs that
are carried out on the farm.

5-17

SwitchIt! Hygiene Extra
This program helps learners to increase their ability to use switches and to demonstrate an
understanding of language concepts. In addition, it helps stimulate and encourage
movement and hand function, develop visual skills, and provide learners with access to a
range of learning situations - particularly those limited in physical movement who cannot
access traditional methods.

- Switch accessible activities on the theme of personal hygiene.
- The areas covered include showering, cleaning teeth, hair care, clean clothes, food
hygiene and being well dressed.

5-17

5 UserSingle User Site
R1,809.98 (incl. VAT) R3,264.70 (incl. VAT) R4,718.22 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
R3,264.70 (incl. VAT) R4,718.22 (incl. VAT)R1,809.98 (incl. VAT)

5 UserSingle User Site
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5 UserSingle User Site
R3,264.70 (incl. VAT) R4,718.22 (incl. VAT)R1,809.98 (incl. VAT)



SwitchIt! People Extra
This program helps learners to increase their ability to use switches and to demonstrate an
understanding of language concepts. In addition, it helps stimulate and encourage
movement and hand function, develop visual skills, and provide learners with access to a
range of learning situations - particularly those limited in physical movement who cannot
access traditional methods.

- People Extra can be used in 3 different ways:
- Event Sequences: 12 little animations each based upon a simple theme such as lunchtime
assistant. Each sequence has 5 steps, carefully chosen to maximise speaking and listening.
- Picture Building: build pictures and see them animate, or use the one-step option for basic
cause and effect.
- Flash Cards: flip through a selection of large pictures that relate to the theme.

5-17

SwitchIt! Sports Extra
This program helps learners to increase their ability to use switches and to demonstrate an
understanding of language concepts. In addition, it helps stimulate and encourage
movement and hand function, develop visual skills, and provide learners with access to a
range of learning situations - particularly those limited in physical movement who cannot
access traditional methods.

- Contains twelve animated stories demonstrating different sports, plus flash cards and
animations for cause and effect work.
- Watch the footballers use teamwork to score a goal.
- Find out why going jogging is good for you.
- Sprinting, rounders and other sports played in school and college are also featured.
- Sports played by people with disabilities are included, such as wheelchair basketball,
Boccia and New Age Kurling.

5-17

SwitchIt! Technology Extra
This program helps learners to increase their ability to use switches and to demonstrate an
understanding of language concepts. In addition, it helps stimulate and encourage
movement and hand function, develop visual skills, and provide learners with access to a
range of learning situations - particularly those limited in physical movement who cannot
access traditional methods.

- Contains twelve animated stories exploring technology, plus flash cards and animations
for cause and effect work.
- Sympathise with the character trying to turn on their television when faced with a
selection of remote controls, and everyone has had a disaster with overloaded
supermarket carrier bags!

5-17

SwitchIt! Transport Extra
This program helps learners to increase their ability to use switches and to demonstrate an
understanding of language concepts. In addition, it helps stimulate and encourage
movement and hand function, develop visual skills, and provide learners with access to a
range of learning situations - particularly those limited in physical movement who cannot
access traditional methods.

- Contains twelve animated stories demonstrating different means of transport, plus flash
cards and animations for cause and effect work.
- Join in the countdown and see the rocket launch, see the forklift unload the truck or go
on holiday on the aeroplane.
- Experience an exciting helicopter rescue at sea, complete with sharks. Also includes a
ferry, car, cherry picker, school bus, taxi and train. See the builders and their digger's watch
out for the water pipe!

5-17

5 UserSingle User Site
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SwitchIt! Weather Extra
This program helps learners to increase their ability to use switches and to demonstrate an
understanding of language concepts. In addition it helps stimulate and encourage
movement and hand function, develop visual skills, and provide learners with access to a
range of learning situations - particularly those limited in physical movement who cannot
access traditional methods.

- Contains twelve animated stories exploring the theme of weather, plus flash cards and
animations for cause and effect work.
- The program covers the sun, wind and rain and their effects: keeping warm, keeping cool
and meteorological phenomena like rainbows and thunderstorms.

5-17

SwitchIt! Wildlife Extra
This program helps learners to increase their ability to use switches and to demonstrate an
understanding of language concepts. In addition they help stimulate and encourage
movement and hand function, develop visual skills, and provide learners with access to a
range of learning situations - particularly those limited in physical movement who cannot
access traditional methods.

- Contains twelve animated stories based on the wildlife theme, plus flash cards and
animations for cause and effect work.
- Features lots of animals and birds, from a tiger in the jungle to penguins in Antarctica. See
how they move and hear the sounds they make.
- Covers environmental issues, food chains, etc.

5-17

Target and Touch Music
This new exciting CD-Rom is packed with motivating activities supporting the visual skills of
locating, fixing and tracking static and moving objects. Target and Touch: Music is based
around a variety of appealing musicians and their instruments and accompanying music.

- Highly structured program supports the development of skills required to use a touch
monitor effectively, beginning at cause and effect levels and progressing through the
stages of targeting and touching single, multiple, scattered and moving prompts onscreen.
- Activities are designed for use in special and mainstream educational settings, as well as
with older users.
- Aimed at those developing early ICT, visual and coordination skills, the configurable
activities are highly suitable for use on the interactive whiteboard, a touch monitor or
computer and mouse.
- Teacher's notes and simple assessment and record keeping are included.

5-42

Target and Touch Patterns
This new exciting CD-Rom is packed with motivating activities supporting the visual skills of
locating, fixing and tracking static and moving objects. Target and Touch: Patterns has
been created using over 40 high contrast and motivating spokes, ripples and spirals pattern
shapes.

- Highly structured program supports the development of skills required to use a touch
monitor effectively, beginning at cause and effect levels and progressing through the
stages of targeting and touching single, multiple, scattered and moving prompts onscreen.
- Activities are designed for use in special and mainstream educational settings, as well as
with older users.
- Aimed at those developing early ICT, visual and coordination skills.

5-42

5 UserSingle User Site
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The Learner's Library Musical Instruments
This title is part of a range of reference CD Roms designed especially for Key Stage 1 and
provides information on a wide selection of musical instruments.Each instrument is
accompanied by a colour photograph, together with its sound and a tune.This combines
with two different levels of text (fully narrated for non-readers) for each entry that can be
retrieved through the menu, index or search facility.

- Activities based on musical instruments, a scrapbook, spoken glossary and printable
worksheets are all included in the program, which is fully configurable by the teacher.
- A great home-reference resource and ideal for homework!
- Includes detailed photographs and recordings of real instruments.
- Three fun activities reinforce learning.
- Features string, brass, woodwind and percussion instruments.

5-46

Communicator 5 from TobiiDynavox is AAC software that aims to make communication
more efficient. Communicator 5 also provides access to Infrared environment control,
phone functionality, E-mail, Facebook and much more.

- It offers communication interfaces at a multitude of different language levels, from early
symbol users to literate text users.
- Supports the use of any access method, from switches to eye tracking.
- The full Sono Suite range - an extensive collection of communication pages - plus the
popular Symbolstix symbol library and Acapela voices are included.
- This software is delivered via E-Mail download.

R8,654.64 (incl. VAT)

5-02/03/04

With Tobii Gaze Viewer and a Tobii assistive technology eye tracker, you can record real
eye tracking data from any application like the Internet, e-books, games, movies and
more.

- Save the data as single images or movies, with heat maps and gaze plots and use it to
assess an individual’s physical capabilities and cognitive understanding.
- This is done by making simple reports for eye gaze assessments, clinics, schoolwork,
reading comprehension, clinical comprehension and much more – all done easily and
instantaneously.

R6,358.61 (incl. VAT)

5-37

Touch Balloons
Fun for all ages! Develop hand-eye coordination skills by popping balloons as they float
past. Use the mouse, touch monitor or switch to target and burst the balloons.

- Choose a large pointer or a cross-hair to aim. An extensive menu allows you to choose
direction of travel - up, down, left, right or, a real challenge, random! For the real expert you
can also change the speed of travel and the number of balloons.
- Additional options change the background. You can choose from a range of colours and
sky effects or use your own pictures - have the balloons float across a picture of the school.
- The program has bold or pastel colour choices to allow you to design activities to develop
visual and tracking skills.

5-42

Single User 5 User 20 User Site

R1,701.59 (incl. VAT) R2,484.35 (incl. VAT)R528.66 (incl. VAT) R920.04 (incl. VAT)

Tobii Communicator 5 Gold (Single User)

Tobii Gaze Viewer Software (Single User)

Additional ActivationSingle User
R273.36 (incl. VAT)R797.21 (incl. VAT)



Touch Type 2 (Single User)
This typing tutor works at your own pace. Touch Type 2 is suitable for all ages and is
adaptable for special needs. See the letter, hear it, then type it.

- A full on-screen picture of the keyboard teaches the home keys first, then introduces the
others through a range of exercises.
- The program also includes a monitoring system to show where you need practice.
- The program speaks the next letter to be typed and has the option of changing the font,
font size and font colour so it is suitable for visually impaired users.

R1,281.31 (incl. VAT)

5-34/40/41



RT275-2020
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Many children with language impairment (LI) exhibit poor social interaction with others.
These differences may appear as early as preschool and continue or intensify as these
children mature.

- The Social Language Development Test Elementary is designed to assess language-based
skills of social interpretation and interaction with friends, the skills found to be most
predictive of social language development.
- You will gain insight into your student's social understanding and social language
competency.
- Subtests consist of question-answering tasks, interpretations of photographed scenes, and
verbal explanations.

R5,245.07 (incl. VAT)

9-22

Social Language Development Test Adolescent
The SLDT A assesses students' language-based responses to portrayed, peer-to-peer
situations. The test differentiates typically developing adolescents from those with language
learning disorders or autism. There are five subtests with 12 items each. Test stimuli include
photographs, scenarios presented verbally by the examiner, and audio recordings on a CD.
- Subtest A: Making Inferences
- Subtest B: Interpreting Social language
- Subtest C: Problem Solving
- Subtest D: Social Interaction
- Subtest E: interpreting Ironicc Statements
- Only trained professionals familiar with language disorders such as a speech-language
pathologis or psychologist should administer this test as it requires careful interpretation of
learners responses.

R8,306.43 (incl. VAT)

9-22

Social Language Development Test Elementary



RT275-2020
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Sensory Development - Mixed Senses Pack, Large
Easily create an impressive sensory space yourself, with this multi-sensory selection.

Includes: Budget Bubble Tube 1m, Safety Collar and Water Treatment Fluid; Tactodiscs
Set 1; Disco Lightbulb; Vibrating Pillow with Switch; Spiral Liquid Timers; Spikey Rainbow Balls;
Colour Changing Mood Blocks; UV Spine Balls; Rain Tube; Scented Crystal Bell Balls;
Snoezelen CD; UV Stretchy Bangles; Squidgy Sparkle Shapes; Aroma Huggabuddy
Elephant or Giraffe; Aroma Diffuser & Essential Oils; Vibrating Massage Tube; UV Soft Toy;
Visual Development Cubes; Sound Puzzles; Glow LED Cube; Fibre Optic Strands &
Lightsource.

*Contents may vary slightly and equivalents will be supplied where necessary.

R24,493.08 (incl. VAT)

10-32

Dark Den Accessories Pack with Small Dark Den
An affordable Dark Den with lots of uses. Portable, easy to assemble and folds away
into its own bag. Ideal to help regulate children or act as a reward. Accessories have been
carefully chosen with multi-sensory engagement in mind.

- 1 x Dark Den (1m x 1m x 1m) consisting of 12 poles, 8 connections and double thick nylon
cover with side flaps that are ideal for observation.
- 1 x Light Up Tambourine
- 1 x UV/Glow Spaghetti
- 2 x Light Up Spikey Batons
- 1 x Flashing Rainbow Knot Ball
- 2 x Animal Dynamo Wind Up Torches
- 2 x Fibre Optic Fountains with Colour Changing Base
- 4 x Colour Changing Eggs.

*Contents may vary slightly and equivalents will be supplied where necessary.

R3,362.24 (incl. VAT)

10-33

Vision Sensory Pack
Vision is a complex sense that is often affected with neurological damage. It is also a sense
that can be developed in many people, and these tools provide an excellent, varied and
carefully chosen selection. Many offer multi-sensory stimulation, adding sounds or tactility to
encourage looking. Great for children with CVI.

- 1 x Glow Pebble & 16 Colour remote: 25cm (A)
- 3 x Spiral Liquid Timers: 15cm (B)
- 4 x Mini Colour Changing Mood Blocks: 7.5cm (C)
- 1 x Sensory Spinning Ball Wand (D)
- 1 x Shake & Shine Glitter Lamp 15cm (E)
- 6 x Light Up Foam Batons: 45cm (F)
- 1 x Disco Effect Rotating Light Bulb (G)
- 1 x Visual Development Soft Cubes (H)

*Contents may vary slightly and equivalents will be supplied where necessary.

R3,734.35 (incl. VAT)

10-33

Dark Den Accessories Pack with Giant Dark Den
Suitable for groups of children or those that need more space, such as wheelchair users.
Accessories have been carefully chosen with multi-sensory engagement in mind.

- 1 x Giant Dark Den (1.2m x 1.2m x 1.8m) consisting of double thick nylon skin cover, large
door panel and window, 16 poles and 12 connections.
- 1 x Light Up Tambourine
- 1 x UV/Glow Spaghetti
- 2 x Light Up Spikey Batons
- 1 x Flashing Rainbow Knot Ball
- 2 x Animal Dynamo Wind Up Torches
- 2 x Fibre Optic Fountains with Colour Changing Base
4 x Colour Changing Eggs.

*Contents may vary slightly and equivalents will be supplied where necessary.

R4,767.59 (incl. VAT)

10-33



Tactile Fidget Sensory Pack
Touch is an important and basic sense to stimulate, and no sensory room is complete
without a collection of tactile stimulators providing a mix of sensations.

- 1 x UV Glow Spaghetti: 20cm (A)
- 2 x Light Up Spikey Double Batons (B)
- 1 x Coloured Puzzle Ball: 7.5cm (C)
- 1 x Fibre Optic Fountain (D)
- 4 x Koosh Balls (E)
- 1 x Vibrating Massage Tube: 50cm (F)
- 5 x UV Stretchy Bangles (G)
- 1 x Vibrating Neck Cushion (H)
- 1 x Therapy Putty - Set of 5 Assorted Colours & Strengths (I)
- 4 x Colour Changing Eggs (J)

*Contents may vary slightly and equivalents will be supplied where necessary.

R3,458.58 (incl. VAT)

10-34

Aroma Diffuser including 4 essential oils
Compact, light and portable. A brilliant way to engage the olfactory sense that will
resonate with many people with complex sensory needs.

- Just add your favorite essential oil on the refill pad, then press the power button and this
product will start working. The refill pads are reusable and can be cleaned easily. It works
like a very small fan but is absolutely silent.
- Long lasting fragrance - more than 6 hours lasting fragrance after a full charge.
- Safe to use - waterless design with no heat or spillages.
- USB Rechargeable - equipped with a standard USB charging interface, it can be
charged anywhere.
- Includes 4 essential oils: Sleep Easy, Stress Relief, Breathe Easy and Spirit Lifter. Each
supplied in 10ml amber glass bottles.
- Size: 9cm x 6cm

R1,277.70 (incl. VAT)

10-35

Aromas Sensory Pack
Smell is closely linked to parts of the brain that process emotion and memory. Olfactory
stimulation with pleasant aromas is a powerful calming or uplifting tool.

- 4 x Squashy Aroma Balls 5.5cm Orange, Rose, Lemon, Apple scented.
Latex, phthalates & lead free (A)
- 1 x Scented Bell Dice 15 x 15 x 15cm (B) *note: only one die supplied
- 1 x Aroma Huggabuddy Elephant or Giraffe (C)
- 1 x Aroma Diffuser (D)
- 1 x Essential Oils Therapeutic Starter Kit.
Includes: Sleep Easy Blend, Stress Relief Blend, Breathe Easy Blend and Spirit Lifter Blend.
Each supplied in 10ml amber glass bottles (E)
- Set of 10 Smell Bags with assorted items (F)

*Contents may vary slightly and equivalents will be supplied where necessary.

R2,885.36 (incl. VAT)

10-35

Sounds Sensory Pack
Music and sounds are an essential component of a sensory room. This is a complete set to
stimulate the sense of hearing and for auditory perception activities. It Includes:

- 1 x Light Up Tambourine (A)
- 1 x Clatterpillar Bendy Instrument (B)
- 2 x Sound Puzzles (C)
- 1 x Scented Bell Dice 15 x 15 x 15cm (D) *note: only one die supplied
- 1 x Snoezelen Themed CD for relaxation (approx 53 minutes) (E)
- 1 x Rain Tube for Mesmerising Bead Sounds (F)
- 6 x Bendy Bells - Wearable Bell Shakers (G)
- 6 x Scented Sound Balls (H)

*Contents may vary slightly and equivalents will be supplied where necessary.

R3,458.58 (incl. VAT)

10-36
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UV Glow Sensory Pack
A collection of items that glow brightly in the presence of a UV light. These strong colours
are an excellent calming tool and provide visual and tactile sensory stimulation in a
darkened space, such as a sensory room or Dark Den.

This pack includes:
- 1 x UV Bulb 25w - Screw In (A)
- 5 x UV Stretchy Bangles (B)
- 2 x UV Glow Spaghetti (C)
- 1 x UV Glow Soft Toy (D)
- 1 x UV Torch (E)
- 1 x UV Putty Set of 6 Tubs (F)
- 4 x UV Spine Balls - Mixed Sizes. Not bouncy - firm for gripping or deep pressure
with rubbery texture. (G)

*Contents may vary slightly and equivalents will be supplied where necessary.

R1,991.82 (incl. VAT)

10-37

Fine Motor Sensory Pack
Building control, stamina and accuracy through a selection of activities aimed at
developing fine motor skills. This carefully chosen selection includes:

- 1 x Wooden Shoelace Trainer (A)
- 1 x Wooden Cutting Board with Veg (B)
- 1 x Fine Motor Maze Game (Ants, Flowers or Sweets theme) (C)
- 2 x Squeeze-to-Wind-Up Animal Dynamo Torches (D)
- 1 x Threading Fruit & Veg - 24 Pieces (E)
- 1 x Set of 3 Finger Castanets (F)
- 2 x Assorted Wooden Pegboard Puzzles (G)
- 4 x Light Up Colour Changing Blocks for stacking and building (H)

*Contents may vary slightly and equivalents will be supplied where necessary.

R3,000.97 (incl. VAT)

10-38

Visual Stress Reading Windows - Pack of 10
These windows are great for children who have problems with visual tracking and need a
line finder to help guide them down a page of text. For children with dyslexia who need
colour to make the letters clearer simply slot in one of the coloured strips to make reading
easier.

- Reads text size upto 14pt.
- Size: 17cmL x 5cmW.
- Pack of 10 with 5 coloured strips

R498.56 (incl. VAT)

10-40

Visual Stress Eye Level Reading Ruler - Pack of 10
The Eye level Reading Rulers highlight just a single line or paragraph area of the page.

- Great for overcoming problems arising from scotopic sensitivity and other visual difficulties
related to dyslexia.
- Emergent and any other struggling reader will benefit from its use.
- Size 21cm x 7cm.
- Packs of 10.
- Assorted colours.

R618.98 (incl. VAT)

10-41



Chew Pendant - Cadet Design
Army cadet design on a round pendant. The chewigem range of wearable solutions
soothe the natural need to chew, especially for children or adults with sensory needs.

- The differing textures provide a tactile experience.
- All products are made of 100% high quality medical grade silicone.
- They are non-toxic, lead, latex, BPA, PVC and phthalate free.

R362.48 (incl. VAT)

10-44

Chew Pendant - Whirlpool Design
Light blue swirl pattern on a round pendant and black necklace. The chewigem range of
wearable solutions soothe the natural need to chew, especially for children or adults with
sensory needs.

- The differing textures provide a tactile experience.
- All products are made of 100% high quality medical grade silicone.
- They are non-toxic, lead, latex, BPA, PVC and phthalate free.

R362.48 (incl. VAT)

10-44

Fine Motor Maze Game - Ants or Flowers or Sweets theme*
Guide the coloured balls to the right place through the maze, using the magnetic pen.

Planning, fine motor, visual perception development and great fun.

The board contains coloured balls which are moved across the maze under a clear plastic
cover using pens with a magnet in their tip.

Practise skills needed for handwriting. Helps develop fine motor skills, hand/eye co-ordination,
problem solving & visual tracking.

*Theme will vary - either Ant Maze, Flower Maze or Sweet Jar Maze will be supplied
depending on stock availability.

R709.30 (incl. VAT)

10-45

Threading Butterflies (6 Pieces)
Beautiful quality set of six giant wooden butterflies with moving wings. Excellent resource for
developing fine motor control, pincher grip, colour recognition and more.

- Set includes one each of red, yellow, green, blue, purple, orange.
- Approximate size of each: 20 x 14cm.
- Supplied with 2 cotton laces to thread through the holes in a variety of patterns.

•

R692.44 (incl. VAT)

10-46



Threading Fruit & Veg (24 Pieces)
A great resource for teaching the names of different fruit and vegetables, and for fine
motor skills development. The string has easy to use plastic ends and the holes on the fruits
and vegetables are big enough even for those little toddler hands!

Includes:
- 2 x 1 meter long string cord,
- 24 x Wooden fruit and vegetables.
- Colours may vary slightly.

R553.95 (incl. VAT)

10-46
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Consultation - in-person - hourly rate
This quote is for a consultation in person and is charged per hour.

R526.30 (incl. VAT)

11-04

Consultation - online - hourly rate
This quote is for a consultation conducted online, and is charged per hour.

R292.39 (incl. VAT)

11-04

User Needs Assessment - in-person - hourly rate
This quotation is for an assessment of the user's needs, conducted in-person, and is charged
per hour.

R526.30 (incl. VAT)

11-05

User Needs Assessment - online - hourly rate
This quotation is for an assessment of the user's needs, conducted remotely online, and is
charged per hour.

R292.39 (incl. VAT)

11-05



Installation & Configuration - in-person - hourly rate
Installation & Configuration - in-person - hourly rate

R526.30 (incl. VAT)

11-06

Installation & Configuration - online - hourly rate
Installation & Configuration - online - hourly rate

R292.39 (incl. VAT)

11-06

Orientation & Training - in-person - hourly rate
Orientation & Training - in-person - hourly rate

R526.30 (incl. VAT)

11-07

Orientation & Training - online - hourly rate
Orientation & Training - online - hourly rate

R292.39 (incl. VAT)

11-07



Product Support & Maintenance - in-person - hourly rate
Product Support & Maintenance - in-person - hourly rate

R526.30 (incl. VAT)

11-08

Product Support & Maintenance - online - hourly rate
Product Support & Maintenance - online - hourly rate

R292.39 (incl. VAT)

11-08

Your location is within CT, DBN, JHB & PT or within 50km of our advisors. Rate quoted is per
KM for the return trip.

11-09

Your location is 50-200km from CT, DBN, JHB & PT or one of our advisors. Rate quoted is per
KM for the return trip.

11-10 Travel Costs outside Major Hubs (50-200km from CT, DRB, JHB & PT)

Travel Costs in Major Hubs (within CT, DRB, JHB & PT)

R5.85 (incl. VAT) per KM

R5.85 (incl. VAT) per KM



Your location is more than 200+ KM from CT, DBN, JHB & PT or one of our advisors. Rate
quoted includes the cost per KM if driving (or flight & car hire if necessary), a charge per
night of accommodation & R250 per hour for time spent travelling.

11-11 Travel & Accommodation - Remote (200km+ from CT, DRB, JHB & PT)

R5.85 (incl. VAT) per KM + R250/hr travelling time + accommodation


